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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study is to analyze the content of “Mäwaí’ét” which is a level of 

knowledge given in the ecclesiastical curriculum of Ethiopia. This knowledge is 

given by a book titled the Book of Mäwaíé’t which is believed to be authored by 

St. Yared in the 6th century. This study will help readers to know about the 

content of the Book of “Mäwaíé’t” and its practice in the church. It is believed 

to bring a new insight for further researcher in the ecclesiastical tradition in 

general and the liturgical texts in particular. The paper is framed to have four 

chapters. The first chapter is devoted to have some background notes about 

the famous monastery of Zur‟abba Arägawi Sérha Arym, the place where the 

tradition is believed to have been established by St. Yared and the King (Gäbrä 

Mäsqäl) and the Saints (Abba ’Arägawi and St Yared) who accompanied him to 

the monastery. The second chapter discusses about the origin and 

development of the hymn, its ecclesiastic tradition, the generation of the 

teachers to date. The third chapter, which is the main body of the research, 

presents the content analysis. The final chapter contains the conclusion 

remarks and glossary of terms which are used in the school.   
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                      CHAPTER ONE 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background of the Study 

Ethiopia is one of the oldest nations which have developed a system of 
graphic representation of its traditional wisdom and philosophical thoughts. 

Baye Yimam (2008:60)  
  
Within this graphic representation, there are many literary works which 

have been distributed in every parish, monastery and private collection. In 

all Ethiopian Orthodox Täwahédo Churches, there are different manuscripts 

whose contents are biblical, apocryphal, chronicle, hagiographical, liturgical 

books and other GéŸéz texts. Some of the manuscripts are translated from 

foreign languages especially from the Christian Orient. But majority of them 

are products of the Ethiopian church scholars. Most of the texts are 

composed for religious purpose, like the Glory of Jesus Christ, His Mother, 

the Perpetual Virgin Lady Mary and hagiographies of different saints, and 

some patristic texts. In addition to these, there are several GéŸéz texts such 

as chronicles, ethical books (eg Mäshafä òawi), philosophical books, 

physiologies, astrological books (eg, Ÿawdä nägäít), books of the solar system, 

(eg.  Mäshafä Sabela), agricultural books   (eg. Mäshafä Masbéh) etc. 

However, most of the texts have a tendency to relate things with religion and 

spirit. The well known books of saint Yared are also part of these texts, 

which were primarily written and composed for religious purpose mainly to 

glorify the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, St Mary and other saints. 

These texts are totally of religious in content and are part of music (song).  

They are five in number, namely: Déggwa, Şomä Déggwa, M„éraf, Zémmare and 

Mäwaí’ét. All these manuscripts have their own different variants. Mäwas‘ét, 

the subject of this paper is a poetic and musical text, which is not 

scientifically studied. The author of these hymnal texts is St. Yared.  
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St. Yared lived around Aksum during the reign of king GäbräMäsqäl. His 

works were composed in monasteries of Northern Ethiopia especially today‟s 

Tégray and Gondär.      

As is stated in Dérsanä ‘ura’el1 (homily) and in the Tarikä Nägäíét2  a 

chronicle which describes the history of many kings from the beginning of 

Aksumite Dynasty up to King Tewodéros II, Abba Arägawi (one of the Nine 

Saints), St. Yared and King GäbräMäsqäl traveled from Aksum to Lake 

Tana3, to visit the monastery of St. Qirqos which was built by Abréha and 

Asbéha according to the text, and they lived there for two years evangelizing 

and baptizing the people around.  

According to the sources, the three saints left Tana Qirqos after two years of 

stay in the island, because St. ‘Ura’el revealed to Abba Arägawi and said to 

him that they had to go to Bägemédér, today‟s   Gayént).   

“… ወበህየ: አርእየክሙ: ዯብረ: ነአሰ: ዖአተብክዋ: በዯመ: እግዘኢነ: 

ኢየሱስ: ክርስቶስ …” 4 

Wäbähéyyä ‟ar‟éyäkému däbrä nä’asä zä‟atäbkéwwa bädämä 

‟égézi’énä iyyäsus kréstos  

I will show you a small mountain, which I sprinkled with the                                                                

Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ.5   

He also advised them that they would build a church in the name of the 

Perpetual Virgin our Lady Mary. Having got this information from the Angel, 

three of them left Tana, and traveled to Bägemédér and settled in a field in 

                                                 
1
 unprinted  Zuramba ‟Aregawi monastery  

2
 unprinted  Zuramba Aregawi monastery 

3
 Mezgebu sbhat(20011:1) philological analysis of  mäshaf Zmmare  

4
  Dérésanä ‘urael unprinted  f150ra 

5
 Translations in this study are literal.  
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the foot of the mountain which, now, is called አፄ ከተማ (’ase Kätäma), 

meaning “the town of Emperor”.  

After they searched many times to the mountain, they saw where it was, but 

they couldn‟t climb up on the mountain because of the cliff it has. 

Consequently, Abba Arägawi prayed to God so that it could be easier for 

them to climb up to the mountain. He said: 

“እመ፡ ረከብክዎ፡ ሇውእቱ፡ አርዌ፡ ዖአዔረገኒ፡ ዯብረ፡ ዲሞ፡ ይእዚኒ፡ እም፡ 

አዔረገኒ፡ ኀበ፡ ዙቲ፡ ዯብር፡ …”6 

’ammä räkäbkéwwo läwé‟tu ‟arwe zä‟a‘érägänni Däbrä damo 

yé‟ézeni ‟ém ‟a‘érägänni òabä zatti däbér.  

Had I met the snake that ascended me up to mount Däbrä 

Damo, it would help me climb up to this mountain.  

Three of them stayed there for a long period of time, but it was only „Abba‟ 

Arägawi who kept praying. Thus, the Angel ‘Ura‟el came from the Heaven 

and said to him:   

ር፡ አባ፡ መንገሇ፡ ምሥራቃ፡ ሇዙቲ፡ ዯብር፡  …7  

Zur ‟abba mängälä méíraqa läzatti däbr  

Abba! Turn to the East direction of this mountain.  

Abba Arägawi found the exact place of the mountain, which the Angel told 

him. In addition St. ‘Ura’el told him that the mountain would be the 

habitation for him and his spiritual disciples, and the place where he would 

evangelize the Word of God. Afterwards, St. Yared saw a group of angels at 

                                                 
6 Dérésanä ‘urael unprinted  f150ra 
7
 Ibid 
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the top of the monastery, praying and glorifying God. Then St. Yared named 

the place “Sérha ‟aréýayam” 8      

These two names are named after the name of the two saints (St. Yared and 

Abba Arägawi). When the angel told him, “Abba turn”, it called zur9 Abba” 

and Şérha ‟aréyam is called after the saying of St. Yared. All in all it became 

“Zuramba Şérha ‟aréyam”. One [b] from Abba is changed into germinate [m], 

because [b] and [m] are bilabial and voiced sounds. 

Three days after their entrance into the monastery, the king met them and 

pitched a tent on top of the mountain. The Saints put the Ark of St. Mary 

inside the tent and celebrated the Mass and the King took the Holy 

Communion.  

According to tradition Zur Amba was the center of the head of the state 

(Ethiopia) for three years. Having built the Church in three years, these 

three people left the monastery of Zur Amba; the king went back to Aksum 

and Abba Arägawi to his own monastery (Däbrä Damo), by assigning one 

Church administrator in Zuramba.  

For three years, St. Yared taught the five subjects10 and mäzgäbä qéddasse 

(the book of Liturgy)11. He also had a good disciple who assisted and finally 

represented him when he went to Şällämt12 to run his monastic life.  

Later, Zuramba Şérha ‟aréýayam became a center of specialization (ማስመስከሪያ) 

Masmäskärya) for Zémmare and Mäwaí‘ét. For Zémmare and Mäwaí‘ét, a 

student who wants to get a certificate for teaching the subjects, he has to go 

that place and pass through all the revisions and examinations.13 The 

                                                 
8
 lit “Heavenly hall” 

9  “Zur” is equal to “Turn”  Kidanä wäld kéfle Gé‟éz Amharic dictionary(1948:415)  

11 Dégg
w
a, Mé‘araf,  Zémmare and Mäwaí’ét 

11
 ኤሌያስ አብርሃ(2000E.C.96) የኢትዮጵያ ኦርቶድክስ ተዋህድ ቤተክርስቲያን ታሪክ ከሌዯተ ክርስቶስ እስከ 

2000  
12

 Place found in North Gondär 
13

 EAE, Vol. III P.877 
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celebrated traditional scholar aläqa Énbaqom Qalä wäld (1970) said, “For the 

study of Zémmare Mäwaí‘ét, the student will have to go to Zuramba in 

Bägemédér province. Here, too, he finds at least two styles of zema namiy 

zémmare and mäwaí‘t but it does not really matter with style he will adopt, 

since they are equally good and not so different after all. He will complete this 

part of his studies in about a year”.14 

This field of study, namely Mäwaí’ét is very tough for students for it requires 

some pleminary knowledge like qéne and other related subjects. The 

duration of time to study the Mäwaí’ét could be minimized to 18 months 

but, before joining to Zur’amba (with their prerequisites), students have to 

study the subject thoroughly with the other scholars in different places of 

the country.  

According to Kefaylew Merahi (2004:69), “…If a student has prior knowledge 

of Zema and studies this purposely he can be a teacher of Mäwaí’ét within 

two years”.15 It is only his opinion, but it depends to the ability of each 

disciple. For tough students, the period might decrease and vice versa for a 

passive one. So he concluded that it is better to take the average opinion 

since the custom and ability of people differ.  

In the teaching learning process of the Mäwaí’ét, students are supposed to 

learn from their teacher during day time while they are charged to rehearse 

in the night what they have learnt during the day time.  And Mäwaí’ét is 

easy to learn at the night orally. During the period of specialization, 

students are engaged in comparing what they wrote in their teachers 

somewhere else with that of the book under the auspice of the chief 

professor.   

                                                 
14

 Énbaqom Qalä wäld (1970), p. 23 
15

 Käfyalw Märahi (kesis) (2004:60-61) 
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After graduation in Mäwaí’ét and get blessed by the main teacher or 

mésékkér16 in Zuramba, the students (Adrashoóč17) depart to teach their 

profession in their home parishes or elsewhere.  

1.2. Statement of the Problem  

As it is mentioned earlier, St. Yared is one of the pioneers of Gé’éz literature 

and composer of “zema”. But his many works are not well studied by 

modern scholars and particularly, mäwaí’ét has never been critically 

translated and annotated by any expatriate or local scholar. Thus, in this 

paper, the researcher will attempt to answer the following questions:  

- What is the special importance of Mäwaí’ét?  

- What is the teaching learning process in the school of Mäwaí’ét? 

- What is the significance of the Mäwaí’ét in the day today life of the 

church? 

- What is its philological, historical, literary and philosophical value? 

   

  1.3. Objectives of the Study  

          1.3.1 General Objective  

The general objective of this study is to analyze the content of “Mäwaí’ét”.  

        1.3. 2. Specific Objective  

The specific objectives are:- 

1. To analyze the poems found in the text.  

2. To show the literary value of the book in relation to its liturgical 

services.  

3. To define the categories of “Mäwaí„ét”      

                                                 
16

 Mésékkér lit. “Witness”  
17

 Senior students in Zuramba 
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4. To point out the physical features of the variant manuscripts 

(philological).  

5. To evaluate its liturgical, religious and cultural values.  

6. To avail the manuscripts as a primary source. 

      

1.4. Significances of the Study 

This research will have the following importance: 

1. It will help the readers to know about the content of the Book of 

“Mäwaí’ét” and its practice in the church. 

2. It will also bring a new insight for further researcher in the area of 

liturgical texts 

3. It will be a stepping a stone for the coming researchers about the 

hymnology. 

     1.5. Scope of the Study   

The manuscripts of the book of “Mäwaí’ét” are found in many Ethiopian 

Churches and monasteries. However, the focus of this paper is on the 

manuscripts which have long been preserved in the place where the text 

(Mäwaí’ét) is authored by St. Yared. For some parallel consultations a copy 

of the manuscript found in the library of the institution of Ethiopian studies 

is used. In addition, this study is also limited to content analysis and 

translating some selected parts of the text. 

1.6. Methodology of the Study   

The objective of this study is to analyze and describe the text of Mäwaí’ét 

based on the existed texts. Hence, the researcher will use also observation 

as well as to employ both primary and secondary sources. The primary 

sources are those various copies of Mäwaí’ét from Zur’amba and other 
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monasteries. The secondary sources also are articles and books pertinent to 

the tradition of Zema in general and Mäwaí’ét in particular.  The 

methodology has three phases:   

Phase one: Collecting the manuscripts (at least three) of Mäşhafä Mäwaí’ét, 

through digital camera from the monastery. In this phase some informants 

are consulted and the collected material will be digitized.  

Phase two: cross checking the collected manuscripts each other on the 

basis of clarity, age and condition. Generally, having some philosophical 

criteria, the manuscripts will be compared and named, either simply Z1 and 

Z2 or naming after the specific church name (or another option will be used).  

Phase three in this phase, the poetic analysis, philosophical (physical 

feature) analysis and the historical, religious and cultural value of the text 

will be done.  

 

1.7. Review of Related Literature 

In the framework of Ethiopian studies in general, very little has been written 

on mäwaí’ét. Habtemichael kidane, (Encyclopedia AEthiopica vol.3, pp, 877-878) 

has discussed the definition, content and service of the mäwaí’ét. In his 

discussion, he mentioned that the word mäwaí’ét (መዋሥእት) is a plural form 

of moía’é (ሞሣእ) which means respond. The base form is derived from the 

Gé`éz verb. Moreover, he discussed that in the Ethiopian Orthodox 

Täwahedo church mäwaí’ét is used on specific occasions like other liturgical 

books in the church. It is also mentioned that the book mäwaí‘ét is 

attributed to saint Yared and there are mäwaí’ét for some 70 feasts when 

they are employed as part of the sébhatä nägh and késtätä ’aréyam. 

Discussing the features of mäwaí’ét, Habtemicael wrongly states that it is a 

text which is non-Biblical. But, as it will be discussed in chapter three, 

almost half of its part is directly taken from the Bible. He also pointed out 
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that every portion of the book has two segments which are called énnat18 

and méltan. It symbolizes the Mother Saint Mary and the Son, Jesus Christ 

respectively. Even though, the above statement is correct it is not well 

stated. So, it will be discussed further in the third chapter of this paper. 

Furthermore, he cited the spiritual service of mäwaí’ét such as in prayer of 

the dead, Morning Prayer during the Great Lent, and in Annual 

celebrations. Finally, he listed the manuscripts that have been studied by 

different scholars19.  Emanuel Fritch (2001:54) has pointed out that 

mäwaí‘ét is an antiphony that is used in the church around 50 times a year. 

He mainly mentions that it is especially used for funeral services. He further 

states that according to tradition of the church it can also be used in 

different occasions.20 Another church scholar, TéŸumälissan Kassa, has 

given a clear definition of the mäwaí’ét.He defines it in similar way with that 

of Habtemicael and includes its peculiarity with other liturgical books like 

Déggwa and Zémmare21. Haddis Tikuneh has also cited its content, 

advantage and manner of singing in his B.TH thesis “The works of St Yared 

in the light of the Bible” (1999:60). The other article which is written by 

’Elyas Abrha for the memorial of EOTC in the new millennium (2000:120) 

has a similar idea with TéŸumälissan and Habtemichael. Abba Bä’aman also 

in his MA Thesis “philological and historical analysis on the book of génézät” 

(20011:9) tried to clarify its use “Funeral services usually include prayers, 

hymns from the book of Déggwa, mäwaíé‘t and mé‘éraf reading from sacred 

texts and Holy Bible preached by clergies.”  The last work to the list is 

Habtämaréyam Wärqénäh‟s, (1962 E.C). He argues wrongly that the meaning 

of its name is unknown and it is not useful for the church service except for 

funeral purpose. He added that it is performed twice in a year on the eve of 

Easter that is on (Holy Saturday or victorious Saturday) as a funeral prayer 

                                                 
18

  Lit “mother” 
19

 Habtemecael Kidane (2007 :877) 
20

Emanuel Fritch (2001:54)  
21

 Té‘umäléssan kassa(1981:58) 
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for Christ and on the Palm Day for the people who may be deceased in the 

Passion Week for a prayer cannot be celebrated for those who decease in the 

week. He also mentioned its performance, the number of mäwaí’ét needed at 

different occasions and the general number of mäwéít with the three modes 

of zema. 

However, all these scholars didn‟t discuss about mäwaí’ét extensively and in 

depth. They simply provided only an insight about the text and the 

tradition. Therefore, this work is mainly aimed to fulfill the gap thoroughly 

analyzing the content of the text. The analysis will be backed by an 

extensive discussion of the ecclesiastical tradition and the life in it.  
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Chapter Two 

2. Definition, Origin and Development of mäwaíýét 

    2.1. Definition  

The definition of the term Mäwaí’ét comprises two main points. The first, as 

Laslau (1989:620) and Kidaneweld (1948:394) stated, comes from the Gé‟éz 

verb wäíé’a  

 ወሥአ፤አውሥአ ’awìé’a “respond” or “answer;” and Mawaìé‟t is a plural form 

of Mosa’é ሞሣእ. This word shows that the chanters or church scholars 

chant it repeatedly turn by turn being in two parallel groups, the right and 

the left.   

According to Habtemichael Kidane (2007:877), Mäwaíé‟t is the ancient 

antiphonary it is a book containing choral portions antiphonaries of the 

prescribed form of the liturgy. In the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwahédo church, 

the Mäwaíé‟t is used on specific occasions. In addition, it is called ሰዋስወ 

ነፍስ säwaséwä näfés‟ lit (ladder of the soul) or መርሕ፡ ሇመንግሥተ፡ ሰማያት፡ 

Märh Lämängéstä sämayat‟ lit (guide to the kingdom of Heavens) because it is 

considered a prayer that accompanies or leads to God the soul of the 

diseased. The other scholar, Tumelissan Kassa, agrees with the above 

definitions. 

On the other hand Habtämaréyam wärqénäh, currently abunä Mälkäsädeq, a 

bishop in North America wrongly designates as „the exact meaning of the 

word is still unknown (1962:104).‟ However, the above two meanings of the 

word seem plausible and for most of scholars it is agreeable to adopt those 

meanings. But the third is totally without any evidence. Thus, most church 

scholars do not agree with this opinion because as the name, the 

performance and the purpose indicate it is most probable for the above 

meanings to be exact.  
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2.2. Origin   

 Since it is hymnological text, the origin of the mäwaí’ét is not different from 

that of zema. Many writers have given their own views on this point. One of 

this is, Shelemay k.k, (1982:52) who wrote about Zema argue that zema 

translates as “a pleasing sound “song” or “Melody”. It implicitly includes the 

text with which a melody is associated with rhythmic patterns, vocal style, 

musical instruments and liturgical dance. Therefore, a discussion of Zema 

necessitates entry into a complex of activities essential to the performance 

and continuity of religious life in highland Ethiopia”22 she added that zema 

has usually been identified as the music of the Ethiopian court‟s acceptance 

of Christianity in the fourth century. 

 TéŸumälissan Kassa (1981:10) pointed out that although it is difficult to 

precisely say when and how melody began, one can understand that melody 

used to be in every generation in the past. And with simple observation of 

the current human beings it is also possible to conclude melody existed ever 

since humanity existed. He also argues that during the time of the Old 

Testament King David and other Kings have made a tradition of serving the 

temple of God by coordinating the Levites. Accordingly, King David used to 

have 288 chanters who were led by four chiefs and he mentioned the names 

of the chiefs as follows:  

1. Assaph 

2. Kore 

3. Eman 

4. Editom 

 

                                                 
22

 Shelemay K.K (1982:52). 
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These 288 chanters were divided in to four groups and each division sang 

with mäsänko23, drum, gong and harp being twelve. They chanted in the 

tabernacle throughout the twenty four period of praise both in the forms of 

melody and reading, according to the tradition they had. David also said to 

have chanted when he had free time on the Royal court.24 When mentioning 

Assaf whom he mentioned earlier as a well-known Chanter, St. Athanasius 

said in his anaphora…. “And let us sing with Assaph, the prophet, saying 

rejoice in God who helped us” by magnifying him being a singer. He also 

says “On this very day beat the drum, sing the psalms of David, say 

Halleluiah on the day God embarked on his work.”25 It is through this way 

melody developed, progressed and reached in our days. 

 

Chanting according to EOTC is performed regardless of sex. Both male and 

female could chant accordingly to their ability. This is evidenced from the 

fact that while the Israelites crossed the sea of Eritrea, the sister of Moses 

and Aaron, Mary, song with drum. Here again as church scholars teach, one 

of the gifts of King David was chanting and he healed his sickness by 

playing on the Harp …Whenever the spirit from God came upon Saul, David 

would take his harp and play. Then relief would come to Saul, he would feel 

better, and the evil spirit would leave him.26  

The other scholar, Gizachew Adamu, (1972:1) discusses the introduction of 

melody or chant into Ethiopia he stated that, 

 “The musical tradition of Ethiopia is believed to date back 

to the days of King Solomon. Legend has it that nearly 

3,000 years ago the Queen of Sheba, an African Queen, 

traveled from the Horn of Africa across the Red Sea to the 

court of King Solomon. On her return from her visit, she is 

                                                 
23

 One string music device   
24

 1 Chronicles 15 and 16 
25

 The  Anaphora  of  St Athanasius (No 55) 
26

“Then Miriam the prophetess, Aaron’s sister, took a tambourine in her hand, and all the women followed her, 

with tambourines and dancing
26

.  1Samuel( 16:23) and Exodus15:20 
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said to have brought with her a number of Levites who 

had served as musicians and choristers of the Temple in 

Jerusalem. In general and ecclesiastical music in 

particular had been in prominence” 

Similarly, Alyas abrha (2000:97) EC in his The history of Ethiopian Orthodox 

Täwahédo Church, from the birth of Christ up to 2000, which is written in 

Amharic, states that the church has been using these music instruments, 

wearing tradition and chanting techniques that were brought from the Old 

Testament time. For instance; drum, systrum, trumpet, Mäsänéko and harp 

are among them27. From wearing styles also, long garment („Gabi‟). From 

chanting ways St. Yared‟s Mé‘ézal of Mé‟éraf, melody reading styles are some 

notable examples. 

When Ethiopia adopted Christianity as state religion in the beginning of the 

4th c, there was Christian melody to administer sacraments. And it was 

such a simple melody as it observed in different churches, not as deep and 

complex as todays St. Yared‟s melody. The book tells us this melody- like 

sound was used to administer sacraments and to serve God from 330-540 

E.C  

 

Zennebe Bekele (1987:49) and Shelemay K.K. (1982:52) have supported the 

above idea. They argue that the church music is said to be started in the 6th 

century during king Gäbérämäséqäl. The composer is Yared. The Ethiopian 

synacsarium on May 12 E.C describes as follows. “St. Yared composed all 

Ethiopian Christian Liturgical melodies and invented a system of musical 

notation. Now in those days there was no singing of hymns and spiritual 

songs in a loud voice to well-defined tunes, but men murmured then in a 

low voice. And God wishing to raise up to himself a memorial sent on to him 

three birds from the garden of Eden, and they held converse with Yared in 

the speech of man, and they caught him up, and took him to the heavenly 

                                                 
27

 Psalm (150: 1-5). 
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Jerusalem and there he learned the song of the four and twenty priests of 

heaven and he arranged hymens for each season of the year, for summer 

and winter, and spring and autumn, and for festivals and Sabbaths, and for 

the days of the Angles, the prophets, the martyrs, and the Righteous in 

three modes28.”  

The other church scholar Lule Mälaku states before the time of St Yared‟s 

innovations, the church did not use poetry and song, and as the priests 

were not accustomed to performing spiritual chants. He agrees with the 

previous scholars and added that it was prayed in whisper mumbling and 

repeating the sentences. Lule also corroborates Zänäbe‟s idea.  

 

2.2.1 The Generation of Teachers of mäwaíé’t (mésékkéroóó) 

The numbers of major teachers from St.Yared up to now who, have taught 

Zémmare and mäwaíé‘t at Zur’amba Sérha ‟aréŸayam monastery. As it has 

been mentioned in the introductory part, the composer and the first teacher 

of melody is St. Yared. He selected three Monk‟s among 640 monks and 

brought them to Abba ’Arägawi to appoint one of them as a chief teacher. 

These monks were Abba Yohannés, Abba Aaron, and Abba Bäkimos. After 

consultation between Abba ’Arägawi and St. Yared, they drew lots, and the 

lots fell to Abba Yohannés to appoint as the abbot of the monastery, Abba 

Aaron became ’Aqqabe sä‘at and Abba Bäkimos becam the main teacher of 

Zémmare and Mäwaíé’t. Appointing him as a main teacher Abba Arägawi 

went to Dabre Damo and St. Yared to Sällämt, which is Däbrä Hawi. The 

chronology is as follows; 

St. Yared     

       

Abba Bäkimos  

       

Abba petéros 

                                                 
28

 Gé’éz, Éézl and ‘arary 
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Abba Matewos 

        

Abba Zäkaréyas 

          

Abba Yosétos 

        

Abba ’Abréham 

        

Abba Filatawos 

        

Abba Natnael  

        

Abba Timotewos 

        

Abba ‟Atnatewos 

        

Abba Tewodéros 

        

Abba Diyosqoros 

        

Abba Bäkimos 

        

Abba MärhaKréstos 

        

Abba Énbaqom 

        

Abba Danel 

        

Abba Säfane Kréstos 
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Abba Hézqéel29 

          

Abba Zä kréstos 

          

Abba Wäldä Yared 

         

Abba Sébhat Lä‟ab 

         

Abba Zätérä Wänégal 

        

Abba Wäldä Hawaréyat  

        

Abba Isayéyyas  

        

Abba Gäbérä ’Aléfa30 

         

Abba Säbläwängel 

       

Abba Éle’éskéndéros 

       

Mägabi Ézra31 

                                                 
29

 According to the tradition, during the reign of Déngaïén, (a name of a half-legendary ruler (or 

rulers?) of Aksum) he was one of the forty monks who were elected from Zur ’abba monastery 

to evangelize and baptize the people of šäwa under the chief priest Abba Yédla. Abba 

hézqé’el returned to his teaching monastery accomplishing the order of the king. 

 
30

 King Bä’édä Maréyam (1468-78) Summoned him with the abbot of the monastery Abba 

Henok and other two monks, Abba Muse and Abba Gäbrä ’Alfa. The king told them to pray 

firmly and they get his wish; he sent them with a gift to their monastery. 

 
31

 During the reign of Naod (was son of Bä’édä Maryam)  (1494-1508) with his brother Raq 

Masäriya Sälik created the notation of Zémmare Mäwaíé‘t and Qéddase, and the king gave 
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Abba Täklä wäld 

       

Abba Täklä hawaréyat32 

       

Getayä Sänäyä 

         

Za Yohannés33 

           

Getayä Gäbrä Héywät 

        

Mägabi Henok 

        

Mägabi Gäbrä Mikael  

        

Märigeta Wäldä Giyorgis34 

  

         

Mäggabi Bisäwwér 

          

Mäggabi Kokäb 

                                                                                                                                                       
them clothes and in addition a land of farm at Sahalla Aregawi, Dawunt for   the 

monastery. 

 
32

 During the invasion of Mähammäd Ebin Algazi, or Ahmed gérang (Ahmad b. Ibrahim algazi 

around 1545 EC) led an exiled life and returned to teach during Mälé’ak sggäd( king íäréìä 
Déngél(1563-97) 

 
33

 During Susénéyos (1607-1632) he fleed to Lake Tana and returned during Fasil(1632-67 ) to 

his monastery renaming himself Abba Märéqorewos and sat on his teaching chair. 

 
34

 While King Tewodéros II (1855-68) was visiting the monastery as well as the traditional 

school he asked him a secret ful question and he answer the question freely. The king also 

gave him a dress which is called mätabér. 
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Mäggabi Qälämäwärq  

          

Märigeta Mär‘awi  

         

Märigeta Qäsäla 

        

Mäggabi Märahi 

        

Mäggabi Mahésäntu 

        

Mäggabi guw
a ngul 

        

Mäggabi Fänta  

Now a day he is teaching at the monastery. 

 

Sourss ኀCሌቀA መምህራን ዘዙር አምባ (hulqo mämhran zäzur ’ambba) number of main 

teachers of zur ’abba unprinted and ኤሌያስ አብርሃ (2000EC)       

         

 2.3. Performance 

Mäwaíé‟t is performed at the íér’atä mahélet35 with ‘aréýayam and Sébhatä 

Nägò 36, 

For example 

1. on the palm day; 

          እሇኒ: ይመርሑ: ወእሇኒ: ይተሌዉ: ይጸርሑ: ወይብለ: ሆሣዕና: በዓርያም:: f.24ra 

              Élläni ymärrhu wä’allni ytällwu ysrrhu wäyblu hoíŸana bäŸaréyam 

   Those who went ahead and those follow shawted “Hosanna      

inthehighest” (Mark 11:9)  

2. on the eve of Easter; example  

                                                 
35

 Rule of song 
36

 Parts of the service 
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             አሠዩኒ: እኪተ: ህየነተ: ሠናይት: ወአንሰ: እጼሉ:: f.25rc 

              ’Aííäyuni ’ékkitä héyyäntä íännayt wä’ansä ’ésalli 

           They repay me evil for good and I pray (psalm 109:5) 

3. On Sabbath example 

      እግዚአ: ሇሰንበት: ኢየሱስ: ክርስቶስ: አክሉሇ: ሰማዕት: ሠያሜ: ካህናት: አርኅወነ: ንባዕ: ታዕካ: መንግሥተ: 

ሰማያት: f.34vc 

         Égzi‟a läsänbät ’Iyyäsus kréstos ’aklilä sämŸat íäyame kahénat 

’aròwännä nébaŸa taŸéka mängítä sämayat 

   

       The Lord of Sabbath Jesus Christ thron of martyiors anointer of priests 

open us inorder to get Heavenly house. And also on holidays of Our Lord, 

Our Lady, Saints and Martyrs. 

 It is chanted on the palm day for there is no absolution during the week of 

the Passion Week. On the eve of Easter, it is performed to remember the 

humanity of Christ. For the funeral ceremony also, it is performed on 

procession of the corpse from the mourning house up to the church before 

the burial. On the other hand, there are prayers of absolution for the 

deceased on which mäwaí’ét is performed; and these days are on 40th, 80th 

days, and on the 6th month and on each year from the day of the burial.      

 

2.3.1. Rules of the Prayer of Absolution 

As it is mentioned earlier, the major function of Mäwaíé‟t is for funeral 

purpose. It has a sound which describes sorrow or grief. When a person 

dies, verses are selected from Mäwaí’ét and Psalms that fit into the person‟s 

life in this world and the way he dies and the day he dies on. It is fashioned 

in such a way to include every kind of lifestyle and form of dying. Therefore, 

when a well-educated scholar chants, it seems as if he composed it right 

there on the spot.  

For example, once, at the town of Gondär, a telephone operator passed 

away, and a famous „zema‟ scholar, ’Aläqa Yämanä Bérhan was invited to 
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lead the chant on the funeral prayer. He selected amongst the verses and 

said 

              ዖይፌኑ፡ ቃል፡ ሇምዴር፡ ወፍጡነ፡ ይረውጽ፡ ነቢቡ፡፡ 

             Zä yéfennu Qalo lämédr Wäfétunä Yéräwwés näbibu (f.19rb and Psalm 

147); „He sends his word to Earth and his saying runs fast.‟ 

 Yared quoted it to glorify God and to praise his fast His Words are. The 

scholar also connected it with the life of deceased. 

The other church scholar who was one of the major teachers of Zur Amba 

on the funeral of a carpenter, who lost his life falling from a roof while he 

built a hut, chanted the following verse. 

 

ትቤሊ፡ ነፍስ፡ ሇሥጋ፡ ምዴራዊት፡ አንቲ፡ ሇምንት፡ ተሐንጺ፡ አብያተ፡ ኀበ፡ ኢትነብሪ፡ 

ሇዒሇም፡፡  

tébela näfs läaíéga médrawit ’anti lämént tähannéSi ’abyatä òabä ’iténäbbéri 

läŸaläm (f.7va);  „the soul says to the earthly flesh why do you build houses 

that you   don‟t live forever.‟  

Here the message of the text is to preach how useless the earthly life is and 

to advise one not to get stressed with it. Thus, the scholar related the verse 

from the Mäwaíé’t with the incident.  

Once up on a time, a group of bandit came against a peaceful farmer. They 

killed him in order to snatch his treasure. And, as usual, one scholar recited 

the following hymn from ‘araray mäwaíé‘t:  

        ቆሙ፡ ሊዔላየ፡ ሰማእተ፡ አመፃ፡ ወዖኢየአምር፡ ነበቡ፡ ሊዔላየ፡፡ 

Qomu La‟éleyä Säma‟étä ’amäSa Wäzä’iyyä‟ammér näbäbu laŸéleyä   

(f.25vb) 

 „Falsewitnesses gathered against me and slandered me without 

casing‟ (Psalm 35†15). 

According to church scholars, the above verse is a prophecy of King David 

regarding Christ‟s crucifixion and the scholar also tried to relate the sudden 

appearance of the bandits against the departed.  
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Yet, in another instance, a clergy man who insulted an abbot of a monastery 

and was discharged from his duty in the church service. Later, one of his 

neighbors passed away and his previous colleagues invited him to lead 

singing the Mäwaí’ét.  He said. 

                 እቤ፡ አዏቅብ፡ አፉየ፡ ከመ፡ ኢይስሐት፡ በሌሳንየ፡፡  

’ébe ’a‘aqqéb ’afuyä Kämä iyéshat bä lssanéyä. 

Lit “I said I will keep my mouth inorder not decit with my tongue” 

(Psalm 39÷1) 

Hearing his regret, the abbot returned him to his job. Here we can 

understand that across the funeral service, scholars can speak out their 

feeling, emotion and thinking.  Mäwaí’ét is fashioned in such a way that it 

fits to every season and incidence. It follows the biography of the dead. It 

virtually corroborates every incidence each of the diseased. That is why the 

total number of Mäwaí’ét is numerous. The total number of Mäwaí’ét is 968. 

From this the Gé’éz ግእዛ Mäwaí’ét major እናት (the mother) is 803, whereas 

the ምሌጣን Mélétan is 803. ዔዛሌ Ezl Mäwaí’ét major (the mother) is 62 and 

its malatan is also 62. ዒራራይ Araray mäwaíé’t major is 103 and its Méltan 

also is 103. The total of all these, as mentioned earlier, are 968, only 

counting the major. All begin with Psalms. But sometimes the beginning, 

the middle as well as the end becomes Psalms and this is called ከርሠ፡ ዲዊት 

Kärésä – Dawit37.  

 

2.3.2. Instruction of prayer of absolution  

Most of the time, the instruction of absolution is not preserved in written 

documents. It is understood orally by clergies, and the full service for the 

funeral is called ሥርዒተ፡ ፍትሐት íér‘a‟tä féthat38   

                                                 
37

 (Womb of David) signifying the verses are taken from the middle verses of psalms  

 
38

 Rule of absolution. 
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To begin with, the prayer of Mäwaí’ét follows the following steps which are 

necessary to mäwaíé’t performance: 

A. A Priest in charge with sälotä ’Akotet (Praising Prayer) which is 

inviting people to pray “Lord‟s prayer”.  

B. The prayer of Psalms, Song of Songs, the prayer of the Fifteen 

prophets (መኃሌየ፡ ነቢያት) which are compiled  together with the 

Ethiopian book of Psalms;  

C. Méqnay Zä Dawit  some verses from Psalms, song of the prophets 

and Song of Songs  with their own different Halletat39 

D. Wéddase Maryam (all the seven days‟ Praise of St. Mary).  

         E.   Then ‘ézél of Déggwa ዴጓ   is   chanted first by one who is in charge 

followed by the one chanting once again. Then all the chores sing and chant 

using „prayer stick‟, መቋሚያ „mäqw
amya‟ ከበሮ the “drum” and the ጸናጽሌ 

„systrum. This has three distinct stages of chanting known as Qum ቁም or 

ንዐስ NéŸus, መረግዴ märägd, and ጽፋት séfat. Then the prayer ’énzä Nä‟akkuto 

is recited by a priest. The previous scholar who is in charge of the ceremony 

continues the chant of አቡን Abun, five GéŸéz, one ‘ézl and one ‘Araray 

Mäwaí’ét. 

Gé’éz   Mäwaí’ét‟ is always performed accompanied with the beginning and 

ending verses of Psalms, but ‘Araray is chanted with only three verses from 

Psalms that is: - ሰብሕዎ፡ ሇእግዘአብሔር፡ እምሰማያት፡፡ Praise the Lord from the 

heavens, Psalms (148÷1), ሰብሕዎ፡ ሇእግዘአብሔር፡ ስብሐተ፡ ሐዱሰ:: Sing to the 

Lord a new song (Psalm 149÷1), ሰብሕዎ፡ ሇእግዘአብሔር፡ በቅደሳኑ፡፡ and Praise 

God in his sanctuary (Psalm150÷1) respectively. In addition to this from the 

prayer of the Old Testament prophet‟s only ይባርክዎ ኵለ ግብረ እግዘእ 

ሇእግዘአብሔር creatures of the Lord‟s hand praise God is performed. But 

during ‘ézél mäwaí‟ét all verses of Näbiyat (Prophets) that is traditionally 

compiled with Ethiopian Psalms are chanted in between. 

                                                 
39

 Plural form of halleluiah 
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One mäwaíé’t is chanted twelve times; during the lent season using prayer 

stick and in ቁም፡ ዚማ qum zema40 only, but in other seasons including drum 

and system.    

After all these, the previous ’Abun is chanted first with prayer sticks then 

with the drum and systrum in three distinct modes of chanting. Then two 

Ésmälä‟aläm are chanted following íäläít and sälam by a chant in a faster 

mode with the drum and cestrum which is called séfat. And this is the end 

part of one holistic prayer of the dead (Féthat) 

 

 2.3.3 Guzo Féthat (processional prayer of absolution) 

 It is a prayer for the dead celebrated beginning from the house of the 

diseased up to the place of his/her burial. For a full absolution prayer, 

there must be five stations from the house of the diseased up to the church 

regardless of the distance. It is only just to fulfill the rule and tradition of 

the church. Beginning from the house, the corpse is rested on every five 

stations and the final seventh station is at the square of the church. The 

prayer is different from monastery to monastery and it depends on the 

ability of the scholars. In some big monasteries and churches, in the 

middle of each mäwaíé‟t abuns are chanted but as it is mentioned earlier, 

one “abun” is enough. On the other hand when the deceased is a scholar, a 

priest or a famous person sometimes in the middle of each mäwaíé’t, 

íǝllase qéne41 is chanted. This and the above mentioned kinds are 

performed in big parish monasteries.   

 

2.3.4. Performance and Representation  

The number of mäwaíé’t that should be chanted in the prayer of the dead is 

as follows. As per the law, 12 mäwaíé’t, if not possible from 9 to 5 should be 

chanted. But it should not be less than 7, according to the tradition of the 

                                                 
40

 A mode of melody sung without prayer stick, the drum and sistrum 
41

 The fifth grade of Gé’éz poetry having six lines of rhymes 
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church. As it is mentioned earlier, in some big churches and monasteries 7 

abuns and 7 mäwaíé‟ts is sung one from each is chanted.  

The tradition of the church states that the numbers should be from 12 up to 

5 mäwaíé‟t this means that 

1. 5 represents the 5 nails by which Jesus was nailed ,by that is on; 

A. two of His hands 

B. The beating of his head 

C. Piercing of his ribs 

D. His two legs and by his passion we are cured from our wound. 

mäwaíé‟t too is a healer to the soul.  

2. 7 represent the 7 days. God worked 6 days and rested on the seventh 

day. And mäwaíé‟t too makes the soul rest in peace.  

3. 9 represent the 9 saints. As saints are free of judgment mäwaíé‟t makes 

one to be cleaned from one‟s transgression.  

4. 12 represent the 12 tribes of Israel. As they passed the frightening sea 

by the mighty of God so also mäwaíé‟t makes the soul pass the hell. 

5. 24 are peculiar because it is performed once in a year only at the 

victorious Saturday. It also represents the 24 Heavenly priests. They 

give thanks to God without rest mäwasíé‟t also is a rest giver.  
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  Chapter Three 

     3.1. Content Analysis of mäwaíé’t  

3.1.1. Description of the Manuscripts 

To analyze mäshafä mäwsé’t, the researcher chooses two manuscripts which 

are found at zur abba sérharyam monastery. These manuscripts are supposed 

to be the best of all because church scholars keep them as references at 

teaching and learning process. The first manuscript which is called mäséhet is 

renamed Z1 in this paper. It is students‟ daily reference while they learn. The 

main teacher, mésékkér sat near and one of the students stand firmly and lead 

the song with this manuscript. The other students listened and attend him 

carefully with their personal books. Next they used to discuss and argue each 

other. Finally the main teacher is asked and if the answer is not similar with 

that of the manuscript and with the students‟ previous knowledge, they used 

to refer the second manuscript.  

The second manuscript, which is the main subject of this work, is the 

biggest and the more reliable to refer. It is named Z2 in this work.  Students 

suffer to get it because it is kept into the archive of the monastery and 

difficult to see it simply unless the monk who is a responsible is obligatory.                     

3.1.2. Physical Materials 

The two manuscripts are made of parchments and all are written in small 

font. They are written with traditional pen in two colors i.e. red and black. The 

red ink is used as usual, manly to begin each feast and to write the name of 

God and saints. Sometimes, the abbreviation of „méltan‟ (ምሌ) is written with 

red ink.  The black also to all texts excluding the above mentioned. 
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  Both the manuscripts are covered with hard wooden material and sewed 

with thread. In addition of this, Manuscript Z2 covered half of its part with 

leather and tattered clothe.               

3.1.3. Orthographic Definition 

In all the manuscripts, the title of the book is written as መዋሥዕት i.e. mäwìŸét. 

But most of the dictionaries which are written by expatriate and indigenous 

scholars, for example Kidanä Wäld, Leslau, Dillmann, put it as መዋሥእት 

mäwasýét from its root word አውሥአ. The researcher believes that the second is 

correct for the correct root form of the noun is አውሥአ i.e. awséýa.  

In addition of these, the word (ሇንጼዎን) länsawon, spelled as (ሇንዴዎን) in all the 

Mss. But according to Kidanweld kefle (:568), the first one is correct and its 

origion coms from the Greek Worde (ላንቴዎን) “lentewon” the meaning is “towel”. 

The reasrtchr tried to find out if there is other meaning to “ländewon” nothng 

is smeelar to these Worde. Church scholars‟ translat it as “masäro” in Amharic 

it is equal to pottery. 

 To give conclusion, the above words, mäwasýét and länsawon have been 

corrupted through aperiod of time     

3.1.4. Page Layout and Style of Writing 

In both manuscripts pages are not numbered and manuscript Z2 has three 

columns. At the first page and in the beginning of some big feasts, it has 

some decorations. The decorations have the same shape and color in all 

parts. It has two guard folios at the beginning and one at the end. On the 

second guard folio that found at the beginning, there is pen trial it says (ብዕር: 

ዘፈተነ: ወዘወጠነ፡) bŸér zäfätänä wäzäwätänä. Lit one who trys to bign writing and test 

a pen. Both the Mss have the same preface which is called mäqdém. It reads 

as follows (በስመ፡ አብ፡ ወወሌድ፡ ወመነፈስ፡ ቅደስ፡ አሀደ፡ አመሊክ፡ ንዌጥን፡ በረድኤተ፡ እግዚአብሔር፡ ጽሒፈ፡ 
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መዋሥዕ [sic] እት፡ እምዮሐንስ፡ እስከ፡ ዮሐንስ፡ lit. in the nam of the Father of the Son of 

the Holy sprit one God. we continu writing of mäwaíé’t with the help of God 

from Jhon up to Jhon42.   Manuscript Z1 also has two columns and no 

decoration at all. It has also two guard folios at the bignning and one at the 

end.   

   Partuments (Length χ wdth in cm) 

 Ms z1 24.3 χ 16.8 

 Ms z2   35.7 χ18.9 

3.2. Basic Contents 

         To evaluate the text, the following basic sub components are essential. 

A. ውጣኔ ፡ዲዊት፡ „wéttane dawit‟, „Beginning of Psalms‟ that is the opening 

verse of Psalms or Canticle with which the mäwaíé’t relate.  And as 

stated earlier, when Ézl mäwaíé’t is chanted also, verses from the 

known prayer of prophets. 

B. መዋሥዔት mäwaíé’t  እናት lit. „Mother‟ including its three modes of 

zema.  

C. ፍጻሜ ፡ዲዊት፡ „féssame Dawit‟; lit. „Final verses of the Psalms‟. 

D. ስብሐት „sébòat‟; lit. Gloria parts.  

E. ሇዒሇም „lä‘aläm‟ lit. „for ever‟  

F. ምሌጣን ‘méltan‟; it is the ending parts of the mäwaíé’t the main body. 

G.  ምሌክት ‘mélékkét’ it is the notations which guide the chanters. 

The above mentioned components are the major parts of the text in which 

mäwaíé’t is composed of. Each element will be analyzed by its own right.  

 

   3.2.1. Provenance 

Though mäwaíé’t is performed for funeral service, it is not clear that 

whether St. Yared composed it for funeral service, for personal prayer or for 

                                                 
42

 See also page 29 
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any other religious purpose. However, according to some sources, he 

prepared it for absolution prayer taking into consideration feasts, and 

personal life for those who may die in different situations. He includes also 

every sort of people male and female, young and old.  Others also think of 

him composing it for personal prayer glorifying God, St Mary and saints.   

However, as many church scholars43 believe, St. Yared has composed 

mäwaí’ét as follows:  

One day while he was praying to God the Holy Spirit descended upon him and 

gave an instruction to take a seven days hermit life. Accomplishing this, he 

decided to add another seven days. On the fourteenth day, as he was praying 

Psalm fourteenth, the Gospel revealed   to him and he shouted in the mode of 

melody. He says (እግዘኦ፡ መኑ የኀዴር፡ ውስተ፡ ጽሊልትከ፡፡) ’égzi’o männu yähaddér 

wéstä sélalotékä lit “Lord, who may dwell in your sanctuary?44”   The Holy Spirit 

answered (ዖየሐውር፡ በንጹሕ፡ ወይገብር፡ ጽዴቀ፡፡) zäYähawwér bänésuh wäyégbbér 

sdéqä   lit “The one who walks purly and does righteness45” and St. Yared 

replied the final verse. (ዖይገብር ከመዛ ኢይትሐወክ ሇዒሇም) zäyégäbbér kämäzé 

’iyyéthawwäk lä‘aläm lit “He who does these things will never be shaken46”. At 

the moment, remembering the blameless and righteous John the Baptist, he 

added the following words; 

ዏቢየ፡ ነቢየ ፡ዮሐንስሃ፡ አስአሌነ፡ ያስተምሕር ፡በእንቲአነ ፡ሣህሌከ ፡ይኩን፡ ሊእላነ፡፡ (f.1ra) 

‘abiyyä näbiyyä Yohannésha ’as’alnä yastämhér bä’énti’anä                                                                     

íahélékä yékun la’lenä; lit „O Lord we begged the great prophet, John, to your 

forgiveness and your mercy be upon us.‟ 

 According to the tradition, that is why mäwaí’ét begins with these words.  

                                                 
43

 Lsanä wärq  (1997:44-45) 
44

 Psalm 14 : 1  
45

  Psalm 14:2 
46

 Psalm 14: 5  
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The other scholars47 believe that the four evangelists, proceeded by some 

introductory parts, they begin their writing the Gospel with the history of John 

the Baptist. Because of this all Ethiopian liturgies including mäwaíé’t start and 

end with praising John the Baptist. On the other hand, as the prophet and 

Baptist John is the last of the Old Testament and beginning of the New 

Testament, EOTC celebrates him on the New Year and on the third day of 

pagume. That is why the text starts with the following statement (ንዌጥን 

በረዴኤተ እግዘአብሔር ጽሒፈ መዋሥዔ [እ] ት እምዮሐንስ እስከ ዮሐንስ) néwettén 

bärädé’et Égzi’abéher séhifä mäwaìé’t ÉmYohannés ’éskä Yohannés. Lit „we will 

begin by the help of God writing the Mäwaí’ét from John up to John.‟ Inddition 

of these, as it is believed in the church tradition, the Sabbath day which 

symbolizes the dooms day is the last for the mäwaíé’t.  

3.2.2. Peculiar Psalms 

There are unique Psalms which are not chanted at performance of mäwaí’ét. 

These Psalms are three. 

                            1.   géfé’omu Égzi’o lä’éllä yégä fé’uni 

ግፍዕሙ፡ እግዘኦ፡ ሇእሇ፡ ይገፍዐኒ፡፡ 

                        Lit.O Lord oppress them, those who oppress me (my personal 

translation48) 

                                  2.     Égézi’o männu kämakä 

                       እግዘኦ፡ መኑ፡ ከማከ፡፡ 

                             Lit. O Lod, who is like you? (My personal translation49) 

                                                 
47

   የዝማሬና መዋሥእት ይትበሃሌ ዙር አባ አረጋዊ ገዳም 
48

 Psalm 34/35 : 1 
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                                3.  Égézi’o ìäwänä konékännä lätéwéléddä téwlédd. 

                                   እግዘኦ፡ ፀወነ፡ ኮንከነ፡ ሇትውሌዯ፡ ትውሌዴ፡፡ 

      lit. Lord you have been our dwelling-place throughout all generations.50 

The mystery of why these peculiar Psalms are not used at the prayer has its 

own history. According to the tradition, on the day of salvation that is Good 

Friday, after Jesus was crucified on the Cross and separated His soul from His 

flesh in His own will, He went deep into hell and saved Adam and Eve and their 

offspring. But three souls remain unsaved.   

These are:  

1. Pharaoh king of Egypt 

2. king Herod the third and 

3. Judas the Escariot. 

 To assert this scripture says 

ወኃዯጎሙ፡ ሇእኩያን፡ ህየ፡ ምስሇ፡ መሊእክቲሆሙ፡ ውስተ፡ ትውክሌና፡ እስከ፡ ዔሇተ፡ ዯይን፡፡ 

Wähadägomu lä’ékkuyan héyyä méslä mäla’éktihomu wésétä téwkélénna Ésékä 

‘élätä däyén 

Lit. “And He left the wicked in the hell with their bosses until the Day of 

Judgment51.  

According to the tradition the worst sinners are believed to have been left in 

the hell with evil spirits.  

                                                                                                                                                       
49

 Psalm 82/83:1. 
50

  Psalm89/90: 1. 

 52 መጽሐፈ ኪዳነ አንድምታ (ትምህርተ ህቡዓት አንድምታ ) ገጽ 83 
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But some church scholars would not agree concerning Judas rather they count 

the devil himself in place of him.52 Their argument is at the time of Christ‟s 

death, Judah was alive. 

Others also gave this representation for three excommunicated people from the 

Orthodox doctrine. These are: 

1. Arius, who was condemned by the 318 orthodox scholars assembled in 

Nicaea in 325 AD 

2. Macedonius, who was condemned by 150 Orthodox bishops assembled in 

Constantinople in 381 AD 

3. Nestorius, who was condemned by the 200 bishops assembled in Ehesus in 

431 AD      

Scholars of the church symbolize the congregation of bishops with bunch of 

Psalms and the remaining three, as it is indicated above, with those 

condemned.  

Though there are no clear causes for representing these three psalms, the first 

two psalms are messages full of curse and rebuke of David‟s opponents. In 

another tale, it is prophecy concerning crucifiers of Jesus. Even though there 

are similar psalms, at the last, they have reconciliation words.  

Because mäwaí’ét is a prayer for salvation for the departed people, the above 

mentioned are avoided.  

                                                 
52

 የዝማሬ እና መዋስዕ [እ]ት ይትበሃሌ ዙር አባ አረጋዊ ያሌታተመ 
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The third is prayer of Moses not David‟s. Part of psalms is not that of him but 

of different prophet‟s and singer‟s compositions.  

3.2.3. Glory parts  

These parts of glorifications are amongst the elements. The full word is 

(ስብሐት፡ ሇአብ፡ ወወሌዴ፡ ወመንፈስ፡ ቅደስ፡፡ ሇዒሇም፡ ወሇዒሇመ፡ ዒሇም፡፡) „glory be to the 

Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit, for ever and ever‟.  It is not found 

in Psalms but in the EOTC whenever the Psalm, the prophets and the songs of 

songs are prayed and chanted at the end of every psalm this verse is inserted. 

Church scholars believe St. Yared included it for the purpose of melody and to 

glorify the Holy Trinity ever and ever.  

3.2.4. (mäwaí’ét with its méltan): the antiphon  

There is no much difference between the two segments except some melodical 

techniques. In mäwaí’ét, there is no „méltan‟ without „énnat‟ and vice versa. 

The méltan word is not separated from its mother. This is just a symbol like 

there is no son without mother and motherhood without son. As it is stated in 

chapter two, it represents St. Mary and her Son respectively. In addition to 

melody techniques, their performance is another difference. The two are 

chanted repeating one another. This is a representation of their persecution 

from country to country in fear of Herod. The méltan also is chanted with 

drum and sistrum. This represents Jesus was bitten and crucified in his body 

he assumed from st.Mary. 

After the leading chanter, and the other who chants following him sing it. 

Other chanters, one from each side right and left chant again. This repetition 

in both sides symbolizes Jesus‟ journey from Cayafa and Hana to Pilate to and 

fro. The chant with the prayer stick symbolizes his being beaten with a stick 

and slaps, and the systrum sound represents also the beating.  
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The mother is not chanted with stick, drum and systrum this symbolizes st. 

Mary did not undergo all the suffering. 

3.3. Inter-textuality    

As it is hymnological text, it has direct relation with all holy writings like the 

Bible, apocryphal, hagiographies, synaxarium, homilies, and with liturgical 

texts like Déggwa, Mé‘éraf, Zémmare and Qéddse. 

3.3.1. with the Bible 

As EOTC accepts the Old and the New testaments, all its traditions are based 

on the two and most of the time St. Yared melodies are based on the two 

Testaments, rather he illustrated and clarified more.   

3.3.1.1. with the Old Testament 

   1 ይቤል፡ ያዔቆብ፡ ሇወሌደ፡ ይሁዲ፡ ሀል ፡ንጉሥ፡ ዖይወጽዔ ፡እምኔከ፡ ዖየሐጽብ ፡በወይን፡ 

ሌብሶ፡፡ (f.25rb) 

Yébelo ya‘éqob läwälédu yéhuda hallo néguí zäyéwäs’é ’éménekä zäyäòasséb 

bäwäyn lébso  

Lit. “Jacob said to his son Judah there will be a king arising from you 

who will wash his garment with wine” (Genesis 49÷11). 

2 ሀል፡ አምሊክነ፡ ወሀል፡ ነጉሥነ፡ እምእዳከ፡ ውእቱ: ያዴኅነነ፡ ወእምእቶነ፡ 
እሳት፡፡ (f.17ra). 

 hallo ‟amlakén wähallo néguíénä Ém’édekä wé’étu yadòénännä  wä’ém’étonä 

’ésat 

Lit. “If we are thrown into the blazing furnace, the God we worship is 

able to save us from it, and he will rescue us from your hand, O 

king”. (Dan 3÷17) 
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3 ቆመ ፡ንጉሥ፡ መንገሇ፡ ዔቶን፡ ምስሇ፡ ሕዛብ፡ ወይቤ፡ ገጹ፡ ሇራብዔ፡ ወሌዯ፡ 

እግዘአብሔር፡ ይመስሌ፡፡ 

Qomä néguí mängälä ‘éton méslä hézb wäyébe gässu lärabé‘é wäldä 

Égzi‟abéher yémässél (f.17rb) 

Lit. The king stood with peoples infront of the furnace and said 

“Look! I see four men walking around in the fire, unbound and 

unharmed, and the fourth looks like a son of the gods.” (Dan 3÷25). 

4 ትወፅእ፡ በትር፡ እምሥርወ፡ ዔሴይ፡ ወጽጌ፡ እምውስቴታ፡ የዏርግ፡ ወየዏርፍ፡ 

ሊእላሁ፡ መንፈሰ፡ እግዘአብሔር፡፡ (f.19vb). 

Téwäììé’é bätr ’émírwä Ÿésey wäsége ’émwésteta yäŸarrég wäyäŸarréf 

la’élehu mänfäsä Égzi’abéher 

Lit. A staff will come up from the root of Jesse and the flower from her 

that the spirit of the Lord will rest upon Him. (ISAIAH 11:1)  

     5 በህየ፡ ማርያም፡ እኅቱ፡ ሇሙሴ፡ በዔብራይስጥ፡ በይባቤ፡ ዖበጠት፡ ከበሮ፡ በዛየ፡       

ማርያም፡ ቅዴስት፡ በሥምረተ፡ መሇኮት፡፡ (f.33rc) 

Bähéyyä Maréyam ’éòétu lämuse bäŸébrayést bäyébbabe zäbätät käbäro 

bäzéyä Maréyam qéddést bäíémrätä mäläkotLit. 

 On that Miriam Moses‟ sister, took a tambourine in her hand, and 

on these saint Miriam in the well of Divine (Exo.15÷20). 

6. ወይኬሌሁ፡ አሐደ፡ አሐደ፡ ምስሇ፡ ካሌኡ፡ ወይብለ፡ ቅደስ፡ ቅደስ ፡ቅደስ እግዘአብሔር፡ 

ጸባዕት፡፡ (f.11va). 
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Wäykelléhu ’ahadu ’ahadu méslä kalé’u wäyéblu qéddus qéddus 

qéddus Égzi‟abéher säba‘ot. 

 Lit. And they were calling to one another: “Holy, Holy, Holy is the 

LORD Almighty; (Isaiah 6÷3). 

5 እስመ ፡ አሌቦ ፡ቅደስ፡ ከመ ፡እግዘአብሔር፡ ወአሌቦ፡ ጻዴቅ፡ ከመ፡ አምሊክነ፡፡ (f.17ra) 

Ésmä ’albo qéddus kämä Égzi’abéher wä’albo Sadéq kämä ’amlakénä    

Lit. There is no-one holy like the LORD; there is no Rock like our 

God. (1Sam 2÷2)   

3.3.1.2. with the New Testament 

1.  ወበሳዴስ፡ ወርኅ፡ ተፈነወ፡ ገብርኤሌ፡ መሌአክ፡ እምኀበ፡ እግዘአብሔር፡ ኀበ ፡ ማርያም፡ 

ሀገረ፡ ገሉሊ፡ እንተ፡ ስማ፡ ናዛሬት፡፡ (f.24rc).                                                                                                                  

Wäbäsadés wärò täfännäwä gäbré’el mäl’ak émhabä Égzi’abéher habä 

Maryam hagärä Gälila éntä séma Nazret  

Lit. In the sixth month, Lord sent the angel Gabriel to Nazareth, a town 

in Galilee, to a virgin. (Luke 1÷ 25). 

2 . በሰሊም፡ እግዘኦ፡ በከመ፡ አዖዛከ፡ እስመ፡ ርእያ፡ አዔይንትየ፡ አዴኅኖተከ፡፡ (f.27ra). 

Bäsälam ’égzi’o bäkämä ’azzäzkä ’ésmä r‘éya ’a‘éyyéntéyä ’adéhnotäkä  

Lit. You now dismiss your servant in peace for my eyes have seen 

your salvation. (Luke 2÷ 29).  

3. መሌአ፡ መንፈስ፡ ቅደስ፡ ሊዔሇ፡ እስጢፋኖስ፡ ነጸረ፡ ሰማየ፡ ወርእየ፡ ስብሐተ፡ እግዘአብሔር፡   

ወኢየሱስ፡ ይነብር፡ በየማነ እግዘአብሔር ፡፡ (f.7rb ) 
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Mäl’ä mänfäs qéddus la‘lä Éstifanos nässärä sämayä wär’éyä sébhatä 

Égzi’abéher wä’iyäsus yénäbbér bäyämanä Égzi’abéher 

 Lit But Stephen, full of the Holy Spirit looked up to heaven and saw 

the Glory of God, and Jesus standing53 at the right hand of God. 

(Acts 7÷55). 

4. እስጢፋኖስ፡ ጸሇየ፡ አንቃዔዱዎ፡ ሰማየ፡ ወይቤ፡ ሥረይ፡ ልሙ፡ ዖንተ፡ ወኢትረሲ፡ ጌጋየ፡፡ 

(f.2va). 

Éstifanos sälläyä ’anqa’édiwo sämayä wäyébe íéräy lomu zäntä wä’itéräsi 

gegayä   

Lit. while they were stoning him, Stephen prayed [“Lord Jesus, 

receive my spirit.” Then he fell on his knees]54 and cried out, “Lord, 

do not hold this sin against them.” (Act7÷59). 

3.3.1.3. With   Apocrypha 

1.    ቡሩክ፡ አንተ፡ አምሊከ፡ አበዊነ ቡሩክ፡ አንተ፡፡ 

Buruk ’antä ’amlakä ’abäwinä Buruk ’antä (f.10vc) 

Lit. You, Lord of our fathers, [you] are blessed. (Täräfä Dan 13÷6)  

2. እሙን፡ ኵለ ፡ግብርከ፡ ወርቱዔ፡ ኩለ፡ ፍናዊከ ፡ዖአዴኀንከ፡ ነፍሰ ፡አግብርቲከ ፡ እሇ አምኑ፡ 

በስምከ፡፡ 

’émun kwéllu gébrékä wärtuŸé kwéllu fénnawikä zä’adòankä näfsä ’agbértikä 

’éll’ä ’amnu bäsémékä (f.17rb) 

                                                 
53

 MSS says seating but the Bible says standing   
54

 The word in bracket is not the same with that of the Mss   
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Lit   O God your deed is believable and your way is strait that you saved 

your servants who believed in your name (täräfä Dan 13)  

5. ነሥአ ፡አብርሃም፡ አዔፁቀ፡ በቀሌት፡ ተፈሥሐ፡ ሰብሐ ፡ወዖመረ፡ በዔሇተ፡ ሰንበት፡፡ 

näí’a  ’Abréham ’a‘éìuqä bäqält täfässéhä säbbéhä wäzämmärä bä‘élätä sänbät 

(f.24vb )  

          Lit. Abraham took a palm tree and he praised and sang joyfully on the 

Sabbath day. (Jub .15 ÷20)     

6. ሰብሐ፡ ወዖመረ፡ ወገብረ፡ በዒሇ፡ ወይቤ፡ ዙቲ ፡ዔሇት ፡በዒሇ ፡እግዘአብሔር፡፡ 

Säbbéhä wäzämmärä wägäbrä bä‘alä wäyébe zati ‘élät bä‘alä Égzi‘abéher ( f.24vc ) 

 Lit. He sang and made a feast and he said, “This day is the LORD‟S feast”. 

(Jub.15 ÷24) 

3.3.1.4. With the Books of Church Scholars 

1. ነጸረ ፡አብ፡ እምሰማይ፡ ወኢረከበ፡ ዖከማኪ ፡ፈነወ፡ ወሌድ፡ ዋሕዯ፡ ወተሰብአ፡ እምኔኪ፡፡ 

nässärä ’Ab ’émsämay wä’iräkäbä zäkämaki fännäwä wäldo wahédä wätäsäb’a 

’éménneki (f.33rb ) 

Lit. God the Father looked from Heaven and did not find like you; He sent 

His only begotten Son and incarnated. (St Ephrem55.  

There is also the same phrase by Abba Héréyaqos.  

2. ወሶበ፡ ርእየ ንጽሕናኪ ሇሉሁ እግዘአብሔር፡ አብ ፈነወ ኀቤኪ መሌአኮ ብረሃናዌ ዖስሙ 

ገብርኤሌ፡፡ (መጽሐፈ ቅዳሴ፡ ገጽ 169) 

                                                 
55

 wéddase Maryam zäräbu‘é 
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Wäsobä r’éyä néshénnaki lälihu Éégzi’abéher ’Ab fännäwä òabeki mäl’ako 

bérhanawe zäsému Gäbré’el  

Lit. While He saw your cleanliness, God the Father Himself send to you His 

angel by the name Gabriel. 

3.3.1.5. Citations from the text 

The famous Ethiopian composer of zema next to St.Yared, Abba Giyorgis of 

Gasécca, has cited the following from the text. 

1.ይዌዴስዋ፡ መሊእክት፡ ሇማርያም፡ በውስተ፡ ውሳጤ፡ መንጦሊዔት፡ ወይብሌዋ፡ በሐኪ፡ 

ማርያም፡ ሐዲስዩ፡ ጣዔዋ፡፡ (f.33rc) 

   Yéweddéséwwa mäla’ékt lämaréyam bäwéstä wésate mäntola’ét 

wäyébléwwa bähaki Maréyam haddasyu ta’éwa 

 Lit. “The angels praised St. Mary in the curtain and they said greetings to 

you St. Mary, the little cub. mäshafä  sä‘atat (1980:134) 

2.ሰብአ፡ ኮነ፡ ከማነ፡ አኮ፡ ኀዱጎ፡ እግዘአብሔር ፡ከዊነ፡ መጽአ፡ ይቤዛወነ ፡እምኩለ፡ አበሳነ፡፡ 

(f.19va )  

Säb’ä konä kämanä ’akko òadigo Égzi’abéher käwinä mäs’ä yébezéwännä 

’émkullu ’abäsanä  

Lit. He becomes human like us without leaving Lordhood. He comes to 

save us from our sin. (mäshafä méìétir ménébab zä lédät) 

3.3.1.6. With Synaxarim, Hagiographies and homilies 

Though there is no further difference between the Synaxarim and with that of 

hagiographies and in other said also between the synaxarim and homilies, 

Synaxarim composes history in concise words. On the other hand, Synaxarim 
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covers many incidents than hagiographies and homilies. It gives us clear 

information about the past events. It also has more histories than the others. 

As it is stated above, mäwaí‘ét composed for saints are also nearly the same 

with their hagiographies. Though they are many in number, the hagiography 

of Alexis or Gäbérä kérsétos and his synaxarim are amongst the examples;  

1. ቦአ፡ በላሉት፡ ኀበ፡  መርዒት፡ አኀዙ፡ እዳሃ፡ ወይቤሊ፡ ንዑ፡ ንትካየዴ፡ ኪዲነ፡ ወግበሪ፡  

ዖእቤሇኪ፡፡ (f.6rb) 

Bo’ä bälelit habä mär‘at ’aòaza ’édeha wäyébela né‘i nétkayäd kidanä 

wägébäri zä’ébeläki 

Lit. At night time, he got into the bride, hold her hand and said, come 

let us promise and do what I will tell you.   

2. ወተካየዯት፡ ምስላሁ፡ ከመ፡ ትግበር፡ ዖይቤሊ፡ ተንሥኡ፡ ኅቡረ፡ ሰገደ፡ ወጸሇዩ፡ ቅዴመ፡ 

እግዘአብሔር፡፡ (f.6rb) 

Wätäkayädät méslehu kämä tégbär zäyébela täní’u òéburä sägädu wäsälläyu 

qédmä Égzi’abéher 

Lit. And she takes an oath in order to perform his need they stand 

together, bow and pray before God. 

3. ሖረ፡ ኀበ፡ መርዒት፡ ብእሴ፡ እግዘአብሔር፡ ሰዏማ፡ ርእሳ፡ ወይቤሊ፡ እግዘአብሔር፡ 

የሃለ፡ ምስላኪ፡ እምግብረ፡ ሰይጣን፡ ያዴኅንኪ፡፡ (f.6rb) 

horä òabä mär‘at bé’ése Égzi’abéher säŸama r’ésa wäyébela Égzi’abéher 

yähallu mésleki ’émgébrä säytan yadòénki 

Lit. the man of Lod want to the braid he kissed her head and said lat 

Lod be with you and save from the deed of Dvil.  
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4. ውእተ፡ ጊዚ፡ በከየት፡ ወትቤ፡ እግዘእየ፡ ወፍቁርየ፡ አይቴ፡ ተሐውር፡ ወሇመኑ፡ 

ተኀዴገኒ፡፡ ( f.6rc) 

wé’étä gize bäkäyät wätébe ’égzi’éyä wäféquréyä ’ayte tähawwér wälämännu täòaddégänni 

Lit. At that time, she cried and asked my lord and beloved, “where you 

go and to whom you live me?” 

5. ወይቤሊ፡ ቅደስ፡ አኀዴገኪ: ኀበ፡ እግዘአብሔር: ንጉሥ፡ አንሰ፡ አሐውር፡ እትሌዎ፡ 

ሇክርስቶስ፡፡ (f.6rc) 

     Wäyébela qéddus ’aòddégäkki òabä Égzi’abéòer néguí ’ansä ’ahawwér  

’étléwo läkréstos 

Lit. “and the saint said to her, “I leave you to God. The King. But I go to 

follow Jesus”.  

6. አርመመት፡ በአንብዔ፡ ሶቤሃ፡ ተዖኪራ፡ መሐሊ፡ ወኪዲነ፡ ዖክርስቶስ፡ ዖተካየዯት፡ 

ምስላሁ፡፡ (f.6rc) 

   A’rmämät bä’anbé‘ sobeha täzäkira mähala wäkidanä zäkréstos zätäkayädät méslehu 

Lit. She remain silent with cry remembering the oath she made with 

[Jesus] Christ.   

7. ወፅአ፡ በላሉት፡ ወሖረ፡ ርሑቀ፡ ብሔረ፡ ከመ፡ ይኅሥሥ፡ ዖበሊዔለ፡ ሀገረ፡ እንተ፡ 

አሌባቲ፡ መምሰሇ፡ ቤተ፡ ማርያም፡ በጽሐ፡ ወነበረ፡፡ (f.7ra ) 

          Wäì’a bälelit wähorä réhuqä béherä kämä yéòsés zäbäla’élu hagärä éntä    

’albati mämsälä beta Maréyam bäsha wänäbärä 

Lit. He went out at night time to faraway in order to search for a unique 

country on it; and arrived in the house of Mary where he dwells. 
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8. ……..ቤተ: ማርያም: በጽሐ: ወነበረ: ዏሠርተ: ወሐምስተ: ዒመተ: ……..(f.7ra) 

…betä maréyam bäsha wänäbärä Ÿaíärtä wähaméstä Ÿamätä….. 

Lit ……arriving at the house of Mary, he stayed for fifteen years….  

9. ኅቡአትየ፡ ዖምስላኪ፡ ሇሰበእ፡ ኢከሠትኩ፡ ይቤሊ፡ ሇማርያም፡ ይእዚኒ፡ ምርሕኒ፡ ኀበ፡ 

ዖይኄይስ፡ ወይሤኒ፡፡ (f.7r a) 

hébu’atéyä zämésleki läsäb‘é ’ikäíätku  yébela  lämaréyam yé’ézeni mérhénni 

òabä zäyéòeyés wäyésenni 

Lit. “He said to Mary, the secret I have with you, I do not expose to 

anyone and now lead me to the best and good”. 

10.  በጻማ፡ ብኅ፡ በጾም፡ ወበትጋህ ፡ውስተ፡ ቤተ፡ አቡሁ፡ ነበረ ፡ዏሠርተ፡ ወክሌኤተ፡   

ዒመተ፡ እንዖ፡ ያፈዯፍዴ ትዔግሥተ፡፡ (f.7r a) 

Bäsama bézuò bäsom wäbätégah wéstä betä ’abuhu näbärä ’íärtä wäkl’etä 

Ÿamätä ’énzä yafädäféd té‘égéstä 

Lit. “With many exhausted, fasting and cleverness, he stayed in his 

father‟s house for twelve years with much tolerance”.    

11.  እንዖ፡ ይበውኡ፡ ወይወፅኡ፡ አግብርተ፡ አቡሁ ፡ወእሙ፡ ይጸርፉ፡ ሊዔላሁ፡ ወይቤለ፡   

አሰስለ፡ ሇነ፡ ዖንተ፡ምስኪነ፡ ፄና፡ ጺአቱ ፡ኢያኅስመነ፡፡ (f.7r a) 

’énzä yébäwwé’u wäyéwäìé’u ’agbértä ’abuhu wä’ému yésäréfu la’élehu 

wäyébelu ’asäsélu länä zäntä méskinä ìena si’atu ’iyyaòésémännä 

Lit. “His father‟s and mother‟s slaves, while they get in and out, they 

insulted against him and said, “avoid this poor, let his bad smell do not 

bother us.” 
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12.   ኢይትዏቀፉ፡ በሊዔላየ፡ አግብርተ፡ አቡየ፡ ኢየሱስ፡ ክርስቶስ፡ እግዘእየ፡ አንሰ፡ 

እፈቅዴ፡    ከመ፡ትንሥኣ፡ ሇነፍስየ፡፡ (f.7r a) 

’iyyétŸaqäfu bäla‘éleyä ’agbértä ’abuyä ’iyyäsus kréstos ’égzi’éyä  ’ansä 

’éfäqéd kämä téníé’a länäfséyä (f.6rb-f.7rb respectively)  

Lit. My father‟s and mother‟s servants, don‟t be obstacle because of me 

my Lord Jesus Christ, I want to take my soul56.    

 

3.3.1.7. with Liturgical Texts 

It is possible to say all the liturgical texts have close relation among 

themselves. Even difficult to identify one another except their melodical style. 

Most of the times, they performed side by side. According to the tradition, as 

we can see the following exampls, one cannot perform them separately. 

3.3.1.7.1. with Déggw
a 

As it is stated in chapter one, mäwaí‘ét is performed accompanied with Déggwa 

and a church scholar who leads the chant has to ensure the associations 

between the elements of Déggwa and mäwaí‘ét57. In addition of these, there are 

money similarities between the two liturgies; 

1. ሐዋርያቲሁ ፡ ከበበ ፣ 

እግረ ፡ አርዲኢሁ ፡ ኀጸበ፣ 

ኮኖሙ፡ አበ፡ ወእመ፡ ወመሀሮሙ፡ ጥበበ ፡፡   

Hawaréyatihu käbäbä  

                                                 
56

 For the above stated from number one upto twelve see synaxarim October 14 ETC and the hagiograph of 

Gäbrä krstos unprinted 
57

 See page 22 of this thesis  
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’égrä ’arda’ihu hasäbä  

konomu ’abä wä’émmä wämäharomu tébäbä  (f.31rc). 

Lit. “He anointed His disciples and washed their legs; He was like a 

father and a mother to them; and taught them wisdom”. 

The above verse is found in the same word and structure at mäséhafä 
Déggwa page 284 in the form of qéne.   

2. ሰማዔት፡ ዖሞቱ፡ መሰልሙ፡ ሇአዔይንተ፡ አብዲን፡ ውእቱሰ፡ ባረከ፡ ዒመተ፡ ጻዴቃን፡፡  

säma‘ét zämotu mäsälomu lä’aŸéyéntä  ’abdan wé’étussä baräkä  ’amätä  Sadqan 

(f.5vb ) 

Lit. “To the foolish it seems the martyrs are died but He blessed the year of 

the righteous”.   

መሰልሙ፡ ከመ፡ ዖሞቱ፡ ሰማዔት፡ ሇአዔይንተ፡ አብዲን፡ ውእቱሰ፡ ባረከ፡ ዒመተ፡ ጻዴቃን፡፡ 

(Déggw
a page: 268) 

       The meaning is the same with the above except word transformation.  

2. እሇ፡ ሐረስዋ፡ ሇምዴር፡ በእርፈ፡ መስቀሌከ ፡ወዖርዐ፡ መዛገበ ፡ቃሌከ ፡ውስተ፡ ኩለ፡ 

ምዴር፡ ወኢተኀፍሩ፡ በቅዴሜከ፡፡ 

’éllä harséwwa lämédr bä’érfä mäsqälékä  wäzär’u mäzgäbä qalkä wéstä kulu 

médr wä’itähafru bäqédmekä  (f.31rc) 

Lit. “Those who plowed to the earth with your plowing cross and they sowed 

your word don‟t get ashamed before you”.  
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3.3.1.7.2. With Mé‘éraf  

The similarity of Mäwaí’ét and M‘éraf is; both performed within the Psalms and 

Déggwa. To perform the two liturgies without Psalms and Déggw
a is 

impossible.That means to perform those litergs; one has first to know some 

part of the Déggwa and song it combining with the Psalms. The other relation is 

both of them are given orally at teaching and learning process. A student who 

is learning Déggwa is expected to steady Mé’éraf at night time and a student 

who attends Zémmare also Mäwaìé’t.   

 

3.3.1.7.3. With Zémmare 

These two liturgy texts, zémmare and mäwaìé’t, have more similarities than 

the others. Their melodically style is nearly the same and as it is stated above 

they are given at the same school and time. Most of the time they are called 

without combining word it is zémmare-mäwaìé‟t. In addition of these, there 

are also word similarities between them; for example 

1. ከCልሙ፡ ማኅበረ፡ መሊእክቲሁ፡ ይሴብሑ፡ ወይዚምሩ፡ ሇዖበሥጋ፡ ሰብእ፡ አሰተርአየ፡ 

ንዐ፡ ነስግዴ፡ ልቱ፡፡ 

Kwéllomu maòébärä mäla’éktihu yésebbhu wäyézemmru läzäbäíéga säb‘é 

’astär’ayä né’u nésgéd lottu (f.23rc)  

And the same with that of zémmare (mäshaf zémmare page :71) 

Lit. “All the assemblies of His angels give thanks and song to He who 

reveals in humanity”. 
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3.3.1.7.4. with Qéddase (book of Anaphora) 

Qéddase and mäwaí’ét have similarity both in performance and sometimes 

also in meaning for example. 

At funeral service, the two are performed said by said. Their melodically style 

also is nearly the same. 

1. ወበእንተ፡ ŸCልሙ፡ ሐዋርያት: እሇ: ሐረስዋ: ሇምዯረ፡ አሕዙብ: በዔርፈ፡ መስቀሌከ፡፡ 

(Anaphora of John son of Thunder: 205)  

Lit. “and about all apostles who plowed to the earth of nations with the 

plow of your cross”. 

 This is also the same with the resemblance of Déggwa and Mäwaìé’t58    

3.4. Literary Features of the Text 

Ethiopian liturgical texts have literary feature in addition to their religious 

importance. Especially, Mäwaí’ét has a lot of literary feature. For example one 

can observe the story at page thirty six and the following literary elements;  

3.4.1. Poetic Structure 

Most of the time the text have a unique poetic structure and the verses are 

not more than four and five. Within these short verses, there are many 

messages. 

1. ተመከሩ፡ ሰማዔት፣ 

    ከመ፡ ወርቅ፡ በእሳት፣ 

                                                 
58

 See page 38 no 5 
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   ተወክፎሙ፡ መዴኀኒነ፡ ከመ፡ ጽንኃኃ፡ መሥዋዔት፡፡ (f.5vc) 

Tämäkkäru sämaéŸt 

 kämä wärq bä’ésat 

 täwäkfomu mädhaninä kämä sénòaòa mäÌwaŸt 

Lit. “The martyrs testified with fire like gold and Our Savior accepted them 

as good sacrifice”. 

As we have seen the poem has three verses and the last verse is longer than 

the others. It has also a structure of (ንጽጽር) “Nésésér Qéne” equals to simile that 

means it compares gold and martyrs. 

2. እግዘኡ፡ መርሐ፣ 

ዮርዲኖሰ፡ አብጽሐ፣ 

ወበህየ፡ ዮሐንስ፡ ፍጹመ፡ ተፈሥሐ፡፡ (f.1vb) 

’égzi’u märha 

 yordanosä ’absha  

wäbähéyyä yohannés fésumä täfäííéòa 

Lit. “He led his Lord and brought him to Jordan and in these John filed 

with great joy”. 

Though the meaning is a kind of story the structure is the same with the 

previous. In addition of these as it is indicated on page thirty five, most of the 

text‟s content is a kind of poetry.   
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Comparing its mournful melody, pleasant poetic structure and its 

performance, it is possible to decide the text has a content of funeral song 

called elegy that is Ethiopic mušo59 (ሙሾ).   

  3.4.2. Simile 

Simile is a kind of figurative speech that draws a comparison between people 

or things. A phrase containing the word “like and as” is called simile. The 

following are some of the examples:   

1. ከመ፡ ኖኅ፡ በየውሃቱ፣ 

ወከመ፡ ኢዮብ፡ በትዔግሥቱ፣ 

ወከመ፡ ኤሌያስ፡ ይመስሌ፡ ሕይወቱ፡ ሇብፁዔ፡ አባ፡ ዮሐኒ፡፡ (f.9ra) 

Kämä Noò bäyäwwéhatu  

wäkämä ’Iyyob bätéŸgéítu 

 wäkämä ’Eléyas yémässél héywätu läbìŸ ’abba Yohanni 

Lit. “Like Noah in his humble and like Job in his patience and his life 

seems like Elijah to abba Yohanni”. 

“Noah was a righteous man, blameless among the people of his time, and 

he wlked with God” (Genesis 6:9) and abba Yohanni is also belived taken 

into heaven by Angle. 

“In the land of Uz there lived a man whose name was Job. This man was 

blameless and upright; he feared God and shunned evil.” (Job 1:1) 

                                                 
59

 Poetic funeral song equals to elegy  
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…Then the word of the LORD came to Elijah “Leave here, turn eastwards 

and hide in the Kerith Ravine, east of the Jordan. You will drink from 

the brook, and I have ordered the ravens to feed you there” (1Kings 17:2-

5)   

Here abba Yohanni is compared with the three great Old Testament fathers in 

his humbls, patience and all his life. 

2. እንዖ፡ በምዴር፡ ያንሶሱ፤ 

 ከመ፡ መሊእክት፡ ይመስሌ፡ ሕይወቱ፤ 

 ሇብፁዔ፡ አባ፡ ገሪማ፡ ዖፈጸመ፡ ገዴል ፡በትዔግሥቱ፡፡ (f.30rb) 

’nzä bämédr yansossu 

 kämä mäla’ékt yémässél héywätu 

 läbéìu ’abba Gärima zäfässmä gädlo bätŸégítu 

Lit. To abba Gärima, who accomplished his endurances, while he moved 

on earth, his life resembles angels. 

Here, one of the nine saints, abba Gärima is compared with angels. 

In other words, the rhyme first verse ends with the consonant [s] the 

second and the third, however, with [t] consonants. The relation is 

observed in three of them ending with the vowel sound [u]. This is different 

from the mainstream tradition of the EOTC in qéne and mälké‘é.   

3. ከመ፡ ዯመና፡ ክረምት፡ ምለዕ፡ ሃይማኖትከ፣ 

      ውስተ፡ ŸCለ፡ ምዴር፡ ተሰምዏ፡ ዚናከ፣ 

     ውስተ፡ መጽሐፈ፡ ሕይወት፡ ተጽሕፈ፡ ስምከ ፡፡ (f.30vb) 
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Kämä dämmäna kérämt méluŸ haymnotékä 

 wéstä kwllu médr täsämŸa zenakä  

wéstä mäshafä héywät täshfä sémékä 

Lit. Your faith is as over flowing as cloud of rainy season and your news 

heard all over the Earth and your name is written in the book of life. 

The above sentence also shows a comparison of inanimate things, cloud and 

faith.     

   3.4.3. Metaphor 

This kind of figurative language is also an implicit comparison. In this text 

there are several metaphorical speeches; 

1. ጽርሕ፡ንጽሕት፣ 

ማኅዯረ፡ መሇኮት፣ 

እሞሙ፡ ሇሰማዔት፣ 

ወእኅቶሙ፡ ሇመሊእክት፣ 

   ሰአሉ፡ ሇነ፡ ማርያም፡ ቅዴስት፡፡ (f.33vb) 

sérhé néséhét maòdärä mäläkot 

’émmomu läsämaŸt 

Wä’éòtomu lämäla’ékt 

S’ali länä maréyam qéddést  
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Lit. “A clean hall, the house of Divine, the mother of martyrs, and the sister of 

angels, St Mary, pray to us”.  

Hear the words clean hall, house, mother and sister are metaphorical speech.    

2. እስመ፡ ተጽዔንከ፣ 

 ዱበ፡ አፍራሲከ፣ 

 አፍራሲከኒ፡ ሕይወት፡ ውእቱ፡፡ (f.12vc) 

’ésmä täs’énkä 

 dibä ’afrasikä 

 ’afrasikäni héywät wé’atu 

Lit. “For you ride on your horses and your horses are life 

Horses are metaphorically expressed”. 

3.4.4. Personification 

This is also a kind of speech that anthropomorphizes inanimate things and 

animals.  

1. ሇዛንቱ፡ ዯብር፡ ይዌዴስዎ፡ ወኀይዛት፣ 

ወልቱ ፡ይጠፍሑ፡ አፍሊግ፣ 

ወኪያሁ፡ ይሴብሑ፡ አብሕርት፣ 

ወበውስቴቱ፡ ይዚምሩ ዯመናት፡፡ (f.32vc) 

Läzéntu däbr yéweddéséwwo wäòyézt 
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 wälotu yétäfféhu ’aflag 

 wäkiyahu yésebbéhu ’abhért  

wäbäwstetu yézemméru dämmänat 

Lit. “For this mount, springs give tanks, and rivers clap, oceans thank 

him and clouds sing in it”. 

All the above are inanimate things and they are given the character of human 

beings.  

2. አዴባር፡ ተፈሥሑ፡ ወአውግር፡ ተሐስዩ…. (f.33ra ) 

’Adbar täfäséhu wä’awégér tähasyu….. 

Lit. “Mountains are pleased and hills went glad…” 

This is also similar with the previous example. 

3.4.5. Symbolism 

As it is stated in the preceding chapters, every movement of the text is full of 

symbolism. For instance, the numbers of mäwaìé’t performed at once, the 

chanting style and the representation of notations have symbolical meanings. 

  

3.4.6. Parallelism 

Parallelism is the deliberate repetition of words or sentence structures for 

emphasis. The text uses many parallelism languages for example; 

1. ሇእግዘአብሔር ፡ፍቁሩ፣ 

ሇክርስቶስ፡ ካህኑ፣ 
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አባ፡ ገሪማ፡ ሇመንፈስ፡ ቅደስ፡ ማኅዯሩ፡፡ (f.31rb) 

läÉgzi’abéhar féquru 

 läkréstos kahénu  

’abba Gärima lämänfäs qéddus maòédäru 

Lit. “Beloved of Lord, priest of Christ, abba Gärima, house of the Holy 

Spirit 

The above words have a parallel arrangement 

 3.5. Values of the Text 

Though the text has many values, it is difficult to mention all in this short 

paper. But some very important subjects are mentioned as follows.  

3.5.1. Doctrinal Value  

As other liturgical texts, it shows a tendency of doctrinal value. Besides its 

funeral service and flavored melodical style, it also carry messages that exhort 

the followers in its mesmerizing poems; 

1.  ኢንፈርህ፡ ሞተ፣ 

   ነሢአነ፡ ሕይወተ፣ 

   ሐዋርያት፡ መሀሩነ፡ ርትዔተ፡ ሃይማኖተ፡፡ (f.31rc) 

’infärréhé motä 

 näsi’anä héywätä  

hawaréyat mäharunä rété‘étä haymanotä 
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Lit. “We do not fear death while possessing life the apostles have taught us 

orthodox faith”.  

These are to give firmness, support, courage and endurance. 

In addition, it can express feelings and message of preach in short method; 

2. ነአምን፡ ሌዯቶ፡ ሇክርስቶስ፡ ብሔረ፡ ግብጽ፡ በአቶ፡ ጥምቀቶ፡ ሞቶ፡ ወተንሥኦቶ፡ 

ዔርገቶ፡ በየማነ፡ አብ: ንብረቶ፡ ዲግመ፡ ምጽአቶ፡ በስብሐት፡፡ (f.28vc) 

Nä’amén lédäto läkréstos béherä Gébs bä’ato témqäto moto wätänsé’oto 

Ÿérgäto bäyämanä ’Ab nébräto dagémä més’ato bäsébhat 

Lit. “We trust with the Incarnation of Christ, His flight to Egypt, baptism, 

death, and resurrection, ascension setting on the right side of the Father, 

His coming again”. 

The above words are small in amount but almost all Christ‟s movements on 

the Earth are covered.             

3.5.2. Social Value  

The social value is also clarified as follows: 

1. ይቤል: ሉባኖስ: ሇጳጳስ: ኢይዯሌወከ: ትንሣእ: ኅሌያነ: ወበእንተዛ: ሰዯዴዎ: እምሀገር: 

እሇ60 ገበዖ: አክሱም፡፡ (f.22rc). 

Yébelo Libanos läpappas ’iyyédälléwäkkä ténsa’é héléyanä wäbä’éntäzé sädädéwwo 

’émhagär ’éllä gäbäzä ’Aksum 

Lit. “Libanos said to the bishop you are not deserved to take a bribe. 

Because of this the leader priests of Axum chased him from the country. 

                                                 
60Here እሇ ገበዘ አክሱም (’éllä gäbäzä ’Aksum) means just the high preist of Axum and others 
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This is an example of avoiding corruption that came by the means of present 

and gifts; and a society can learn from this various things.     

3.5.3. Cultural value 

It has many values of cultures. For example, it advices people to welcome the 

guests which is one of the identities of Ethiopia. 

1. ዛንቱሰ፡ ብእሲ፡ መፍቀሬ፡ ነግዴ፡ ዖሙታነ፡ ያነሥእ፡ ወአስተርአየ፡ ሇሕዛብ፡ ከመ፡ ኮከበ፡ 

ጽባህ፡፡ (f.27vb)
 

Zéntussä bé‘ési mäfqäre nägd zämutanä yanäíí’é wä’astär’ayä lähézb kämä 

kokäbä sébahé 

Lit. “This man is lover of stranger he rose up the dead and he seems to the 

people like morning star”. 

3.5.4. Historical value 

From this text, more historical elements can be reconstructed for those 

mäwaíé’t of saints have more information. People and place names, incidents 

and many useful things are mentioned in the text. In other words, as stated 

above, it is a clear indicator that the text is composed by St. Yared for there 

are many evidences in the text. For example, as it is mentioned in the 

previous page, (እሇ ገበዖ አክሱም) ’éllä Gäbäzä ’aksum lit. „leader priests of 

aksum‟, is an indication that the text is authored by an indigenous scholar 

from Aksum. In other words, most of its contents are similar to that of the 

Ethiopic account of the Bible and Apocrypha. There are no saints who came 

after St. Yared and mentioned in the text. That means, all saints who 

mentioned in are lived before and during his time.  
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3.6.1. Borrowed words 

In GéŸéz literature, some words are influenced by Greek. This is because 

most of Ethiopian religious writings are translated from Arabic and Greek. 

The researcher found the following loan words from Greek:  

Greek                      GéŸéz English 

1. ባራማራ ገጸ፡ ሰብዔ፡        face (of) human 

2. መሉጦን ገጸ እንስሳ          face (of)  animal 

3. እግራማጣ ገጸ ንስር         face (of) bird 

4. ሱርትዮን፡ ገጸ፡ አንበሳ       face (of) lion 

5. ኤጲፋንያ አስተርእዮ “Appearance” 

6. ሇንቴዎን ሇንዴዎን bath sheet 

    Table 1 borrowed Wordes 

3.6.2 Rare words 

The following words are not usual in géŸéz language and the researchr tried to 

find out theire meanings   

ሇንዴዎን   Bath towel       

ሇንጽ       a kind of textile uses to wipe some thing (guest towel) 

ቀስ       Priest  

ከዋኒት     Stone 

ኢይመቀCስ      He (God) doesn‟t eradicate    

ዓዊት         The other name of Jhon the babtiser 
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ዝያቆን      Deacon 

Sours to all the above borrowed and rare words the researcher tried to see 

mony references but the only conform dictionary to this is Kidanewld Kfle      

         3.7.1. Basic Notations 

Notations are also amongst the elements of the text. To learn liturgies, one 

has to know the basic notations (signs). The well known basic notations are 

eight in numbers. These notations represent Jesus‟ Incarnation and 

Crucifixion. 

No Name Notations  Symbolical meanings 

1 Défat   The coming of Jesus to this world (Incarnation).  

2 Hidät ˾ His traveling on the Earth to teach and from Cayafa 

to Pilate and Hirod.  

3 Qénat   Judie‟s envy against Jesus while He healed the sick.   

4 Yézät       . His capturing by the judies and His immanent  

5 Qurt   His diction to Incarnation and save Adam and Eve   

6 Cérät   His flogging  

7 Rékrék ፡ or ⁞ His bloods drop while flogging  

8 Därät   His Ascension  

  Table 2: basic notations  

Source; ጥዐመሌሣን፡ ካሣ፡ (1981:189)                                                                                                             

The above eight symbols (signs) are said to have been created by St. Yared 

himself. 
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3.7.2. Additional Acronymic Technical Terms (ATT) 

 The other latter scholars added symbols other than these like “dérs” ዴርስ (ስ) 

and “’anbér” አንብር (ር). Scholars also give similar interpretations for these 

additional notations.   

 Although these are Gé’éz letters, they are written on top of other letters with 

very small font and are considered not as letters but as symbols. 

Table 3: additional notations (sours ibid) 

The previous eight notations and these two additional acronymic technical 

terms have also other religious symbolic meanings. As church scholars 

express, in Old Testament there were eight and ten61 string harps and they 

represented by them.     

3.7.3. Development of the Acronymic Technical Terms (ATT) 

Besides the already mentioned ones, there are many additional acronymic 

technical forms in different time and place by different scholars. These 

acronym technical terms are called (ሥረዩ) íéräyu and produced from Gé’éz, 

Amharic, and Tégrñña languages. For example, during the reign of king 

Gälawdewos, church scholars of Tädbabä Maryam62, ’azzaï Gera and ’azzaï 
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 1chronicl (15-21) 

 
62

 A church found in Southern Wällo 

No  Name  ATT   Symbolical meanings  

1 ዴርስ (dérs) ስ (ርስ) The accomplishment of prophesy regarding 

Incarnation.  

2 አንብር(’anébér) ር (ብር) Jesus‟  sitting on the right side of God the 

Father  
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Ragu’el formed the additional acronymic technical terms of Déggwa63. 

Similarly, proceeding to this, as it stated on p.17, one of the main teachers of 

Zurabba, mäggabi Ézra, with his brother Raqmasäriya Sälik, formed acronymic 

technical terms of Zémmare, Mäwaíé’t and Qéddase. According to the church 

history, King Amdäìéyon gave them awarded and an extensive farmland to the 

needy monastery. Because of these, some notations are not found in other 

liturgies except that of the tradition of the monastery. These acronymic 

technical terms are taken from different verses in abbreviation forms.  

No  Atts  Full words      Found in;  

1 ኔጽ ዖይኔጽር ሇከCልን: መሌክዔኪ 

2 ካይ  ይይ ምስካይ ሇምጉያይ         ” 

3 ከCን   ዋቀ ከCንኒ፡ሠዋቀ          ” 

 Table 4: unique ATTS  

What made unique the above acronymic technical terms is that the text, 

(ሇከCልን: መሌክዔኪ) Läkwélon mälké‘ki is not found in other monasteries except 

Zur ’abba monastery. It is chanted twice a year that is on Tahsas 22 and 28 

E.C.      

3.7.4. Acronymic Technical Terms 

The following acronym technical terms are found in abbreviation forms and 

practically applied in all liturgies but in there full words and verses forms also 

in mäwaíé’t only. First of all, acronymic technical terms from Gé’éz Zema are 

illustrated as follows.  
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1 GéŸéz ATT Full form Found in; 

2 ዓ              ከ        ሇጉርዓየ፡ ነገረ፡ መስቀሌከ፡  (From)መስቀሌ፡ 

መዋሥእት 

3 ሐን            ሳን     ሐንካሳን፡ ሖሩ   ”          ”        

4 ሕማ            ሙ    ሕማሙ፡ ዖኮኖ  

5 ምዴ ምዴር  From ጻዴቃን 

6 ሰብ                ገሌ ሰብአ፡ ሰገሌ From ቃና ዖገሉሊ 

7 ሰገ ሰገዯ፡ ንጉሥ From ሠሇስቱ፡ ዯቂቅ 

8 ስም                ዊነ ስምዐ፡ አበዊነ From እስጢፋኖስ 

9 ቃሇ               ዋዱ ቃሇ፡ ዒዋዱ From ዮሐንስ 

10 በም                ረሲ በምክረ፡ ረሲዒን From አባ ፡ገሪማ 

11 ዯት በስዯት Fromጥር፡እስጢፋኖስ 

12 መስ በዒሇ፡ መስቀለ፡ From መስቀሌ 

13 ተነ ተነበየ፡ ኢሳይያስ From ሆሣዔና 

14 ተፈ                 ሒ ተፈስሒ: ፍስሕት      ” 

15 ትኩ               ጸወ ተኩነነ፡ ፀወነ፡ እመንሱት From ዮሐንስ 

16 ብራ ኅብራቲሆሙ From ካህና፡ተሰማይ 

17 ነአ                 ተከ ነአከCተከ From አዔሊፍ  

18 ነገ                 ሌከ ነገረ፡ መስቀሌከ From መስቀሌ 

19 ነጸ               አብ          ነጸረ፡ አብ From ማርያም 

20 አላ               ሇከ አላዔሇከ፡ ንጉሥየ  From ዲዊት፡ መምሪያ 

21 አመ               ናት አመት፡ ግዔገት፡ እምግብርናት From ሰንበት 

22 አዬ አዬጉና፡ ትመስሊሇች፡ መና አማርኛ(inspiration) 

23 ዬማ አዬማ አማርኛ (crying) 

24 ኂዎ ኢያርኂዎ From ሌዯት 

25 ቃሌ እምዴንግሌ፡ ቃሌ From አማኑኤሌ 

26 ኦሆ ኦሆ፡ በሃሉት From ማርያም 
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27 ከCል ከCል፡ ጌጋዮሙ From ሐዋርያት 

28 ወመ               ርዎ ወመተርዎ From መርቆሬዎስ 

29 ወበ               ቴቱ ወበውስቴቱ From ዯብረታቦር 

30 ወከ              ማሁ ወከማሁ From ናግራን 

31 ወዯ ወዯምስስ From ፈሊስያን 

32 ተከ ጽሊልትከ From መዛሙረ ዲዊት  

33 ውዲ              ማር ውዲሴ፡ ማርያም From ማርያም 

34 ዔላ              ሥት ዔላኒ፡ ንግሥት From መስቀሌ 

35 ሞቱ  ዖሞቱ From ሰማዔት 

36 ዖአ               ኒተ ዖአዖዛከ፡ ከዋኒተ From መስቀሌ 

37 ዖአ               ቀሮ ዖአፍቀሮ From ዮሐንስ 

38 ዖወ ዖወይጠሇ From አባዮሐኒ 

39 ዚና ዚናሆሙ From ማርያም 

40 ዛያ                ቆን ዛያቆን From እስጢፋኖስ 

41 ረብ የመረብን፡ ዒሣ፡ ሊሜ፡ወርዲ፡ትብሊ፡ From አማርኛ(song) 

42 ይሁ                ዲሰ ይሁዲሰ From መስቀሌ 

43 ዮሐ               ስሃ ዮሐንስሃ From ዮሐነስ 

44 ዮሴ                በሮ ዮሴፍ፡ ቀበሮ From ዔላኒ 

45 ገዲ ገዲማዊ From ዮሐንስ 

46 ግብ                ርሃ ግብተ፡ በርሃ From ቤተክርስቲያን 

47 ኄር ግነዩ፡ ሇእግዘአብሔር፡ From መዛሙር፡117 

48 ጠሇ                 የከ ጠሇ፡ ገዲም፡ ረሰይከ፡ ሲሳየከ፡ From ሉባኖስ 

49 ጥዐ ጥዐም From መስቀሌ 

50 ጸጋ ጸጋ፡ ወኃይሌ From ጥቅምት፡ 

እስጢፋኖስ 

511 ጸሇ                  ጊዮ ጸሇየ፡ ጸልተ፡ ጊዮርጊስ From ጊዮርጊስ 

52 ፀማ                  ቀለ ፃማ፡ መስቀለ From ሰማዔት 

53 ፄና                  አቱ ፄና፡ ፄአቱ From ገብረ፡ ክርስቶስ 
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Table 5: ATT of Gé’éz Mäwaíé’t 

The above mentioned table concludes abbreviations found in Gé’éz melody of 

mäwaíé’t. These words are served as symbols in the text and other liturgical 

texts. 

No  Ÿézl ATTS Full words  Found in; 

1 ሀገ               ራን ሀገረ፡ ናግራን From ናግራን 

2 ምስ              ቃሇ ምስሇ፡ ቃሇ፡ ስብሐት From ካህናተ፡ ሰማይ 

3 ሰማ               ተከ ሰማዔኩ፡ ጸልተከ From ገብረ፡ክርስቶሰ 

4 በመ                ፀሮ በመስቀለ፡ ፀሮ፡ 

አግረረ 

From መስቀሌ 

5 ኀበ                 በሉ ኀበ፡ኢይበሉ፡ወኢይማ

ስን 

From ካህናተ፡ሰማይ 

6 ነቢ                ሌዐ ንቢየ፡ ሌዐሌ From ዖካርያስ 

7 አም                ሐት አምሊከ፡ ስብሐት From መስቀሌ 

8 አም                 ምመ አምጽኡ፡ መዴምመ From ሌዯት 

9 እስ                  ኮነ እስመ፡ ኢኮነ From ተከዘ 

10 እም                ፃማ እምብ፡ ኅ፡ ፃማ From ገብረ፡ክርስቶስ 

11 እነ                 ቀከ እነግር፡ ጽዴቀከ From ቤተ፡ተክርስቲያን 

12 ወኅ                ክሙ ወኅትወ፡መኃትዊሙ From ፈሊስን 

13 ወሌ ወሌዴ From መስቀሌ 

14 ጌለ               ዖወ ወንጌለ፡ ዖወርቅ From ሉባኖስ 

15 ወፍ               ጡነ ወፍጡነ From ሕጻናት 

16 ውለ              ኄር ውለድ ፡ሇኄር From ፈሊስያን 

17 ይመ              ጽዔ ይመጽዔ From ማርያም 

18 ይረ               ቢቡ ይረውጽ፡ ነቢቡ From ህፃናት 

19 ጸራ ጸራህኩ ፡በምንዲቤየ From ርክበ ካህናት 

Table 6: ATTS of ‘zl mäwaí’ét 
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The above notations also are served on ‘ézl melodies only.  

No  ŸAraray  ATTS Full form Found in; 

1 ሐራ              ቶስ ሐራሁ፡ ሇክርስቶስ From ሚናስ 

2 ሸ ማየ፡ ሸንኮር፡ ፈሰሰ፡ 

በጎንዯር 

From አማርኛ 

3 ርሡ              ግው ርሡያት፡ ወሥርግዋት From ዯናግሌ 

4 በማ               ቃኑ በማኅበረ፡ ጻዴቃኑ From ዮሐንስ 

5 አር                 ይሇ አርአየ፡ ኃይሇ From መስቀሌ 

6 እሇ                ኢይ እሇ፡ ኢይጥዔምዎ From ዯብረ ታቦር 

 Table 7: Acronymic Technical Terms of ‘araray 

1 ሸ ማየ፡ ሸንኮር፡ ፈሰሰ፡ በÔንዯር አማርኛ 

2 ዓሣ            ረብ የመረብን፡ ዓሣ፡ ሊሜ፡ ወርዳ፡ ትብሊ አማርኛ 

3 አዬ አዬ፡ እማ አማርኛ 

4 ጠ ሰባራ፡ መስቀሌ አማርኛ 

5 ኡፍ ኡፍ ትግርኛ (sign of  

gesture to expres 

tirednss) 

Table 8: Amharic and Tégrñña ATTS 

As it is mentioned earlier, in addition of these there are many Amharic 

acronym technical terms. Amongst them, the following have historical 

relations with the text and with that of the monastery. 

No  Acronymic Technical 

Terms 

Full form Found in; 

1 አዬ አዬጉና፡ ትመስሊሇች መና  አማርኛ 

2 ዴ            ዶ ስነዴ በማዶ ይመስሊሌ በረዶ   ” 

Table 9: some examples of Amharic Inspirational ATTs 
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3.7.5. Inspiration from Nature  

Nature has a big place in the teaching learning process of the Ethiopian 

Orthodox Church. Scholars usually use different natural phenomena and 

scenes to better understand the mysteries behind books. For example, in the 

school of mäwaí’ét, one of the melodies is set by a scholar who formed it while 

he was inspired by the geographical landscape of the place called Guna. 

According to the tradition, while rehearsing one of the readings of the text, he 

saw that place and get inspired by its appearance which looks like a 

traditional Ethiopian bread and expressed his inspiration saying, አየ፡ ጉና፡ 

ትመስሊሇች፡ መና፡፡ ’ayä guna témäslalläó männa lit „o! Guna! It looks like bread‟. In 

another circumstance, scholars distantly saw a harvest of barely and got 

inspiration out of it and sing it saying, ስንዴ፡ በማዶ፡ ይመስሊሌ፡ በረዶ፡፡ sénda bämado 

yémäslal bärädo lit. „The wheat out there looks like snow‟. These two sayings 

are permanently used in the tradition to remember melodies with the same 

rhythm.  

St. Yared himself adores nature and among many indications, 

 አሰርጎከ፡ ሰማየ ፤  

ወርኃ፡ ወፀሐየ ፤ 

ወሇጻድቃኒከ አሰይኮሙ ሠናየ፡፡ 

 ’asärgokä sämayä   

wäréòa wäìähayä   

wäläsadéqanikä ’assäyékomu íännayä (f.5rc)                            
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lit. „You beautify the sky with the moon and the son and to your righteous 

compensated the best.   

To give illustrations regarding the above tables, Gé’éz, ‘ézl and ‘araray, they 

are style of chanting. They symbolize the Holy Trinity; the Father, the Son and 

the Holy Spirit respectively. 

3.8. Divisions of the Text 

The table below describes the number of mäwaìé’t and the name and the 

celebration dates of saints whose memorials are celebrated in every month 

of the year.   
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 Psalm 149 = out of the given number one is directly drived   from psalm that is called kärsä dawit 
65

 psalm148 = ibid     
66

 Psalm 91  2 times 

No  Mth  Date Name of the saint  Commemorations Number of mäwaìé’t 

Gé’éz ’ézl ‘araray total Folio 

1 Sep 1 Yohannés His covenant  11 1 1 1364 f.1ra-vb 

2 Sep 2 Täkäzi  8 1 1 10 f.1vb-f.2ra 

3 Sep 8 Zäkkaréyas Death 10 1 0 11 f.2ra-va 

4 Sep 15 Éstifanos Assumption 10 1 2 1265 f.2va-f.3ra 

5 Sep 16 Betäkréstiyan Built by Élleni  11 1 3 15 f.3ra-f.3vb 

6 Sep 17 Mäsqäl Beginning to dig out 

the true cross 

19 1 2 22 f.3.vb-f.4va 

7 Sep 17-

19 

Élleni Celebration the 

truecross  

18 1 0 19 f.4va-f.5rb 

8 Sep 21 Sadqan 318 schlars 11 0 1 1266 f.5rb-f.5vb 

9 Sep   Säma‘itat 318 “ 12 0 1 13 f.5vb-f.6rb 
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67

  psalm 12,33,19,31  
68

 Psalm 37,48, 
69

 Psalm 17,102,148 
70

 psalm 102, 
71

 Psalm 131,150 
72

 Psalm 115 
73

 Psalm 67,61,97,109,79,39, 
74

 Psalm 28,147,150 

10 Oct 14 Gäbrä kréstos Death 17 1 3 21 f.6rb-f.7rb 

11 Oct 17 Éstifanos Church inauguration 14 2 3 19 f.7rb-f.8ra 

12 Oct  Éstifanos “ 8 0 1 9 f.8ra-vb 

13 Nov 17 Fälaséyan Persecution  14 2 3 1967 f.8vb-f.9rc 

14 Nov 5 Abba Yohanni Ascendant  17 1 1 1968 f.9rc-f.10rb 

15 Nov 8 Arba‘etu Énsésa Elevation  12 1 3 16 f.10rb-f.11vc 

16 Nov  Arba‘etu Énsésa ” 16 1 3 2069 f.11vc-f.12vb 

17 Nov 12 Qddus.Mika’el ”  5 1 1 7 f.12vb-f.13ra 

18 Nov 13 ’A‘elaf ” 15 1 1 1770 f.13ra-vc 

19 Nov 15 Minas Death 14 1 1 16 f.13vc-f.14vb 

20 Nov 24 Kahénatä sämay  Elevation 14 1 1 16 f.14vb-f.15rc 

21 Nov “ Kahénatä sämay ” 18 1 1 2071 f.15rc-f.16rc 

22 Nov 25 Märqorewos Death  13 0 1 14 f.16rc-f.17ra 

23 Nov 26 Nagran Massacre  13 1 1 15 f.17ra-vb 

24 Nov 29 Petros Death  5 1 1 772 f.17vb-f.18ra 

25 Des 2 Sälästu däqiq Thrown into a 

blazingfurnace 

17 1 1 19 f.17ra-f.17vc 

26 Des 19 Qddus Gäbr’el Announciations  14 1 1 16 f.17vc-f.18va 

27 Des 28 Gänna ’amanu’el Christmas 11 1 1 1373 f.18vc-f.19rb 

28 Des 29 Lédät “ 7 2 1 1074 f.19rb-f.19va 
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75

 Psalm  94, 109,150 
76

  Psalm131, 91, 
77

 Psalm 48,4, 
78

 Psalm 48 
79

 Psalm 97,8,44,96,75,59,67,80, 
80

 Psalm 7,82,47,95,117,100,33,5, 
81

 Psalm 84,65,101,102,109,84,110, 
82

 Psalm 106,137,138, 
83

 Psalm 150 
84

 39,44, 

29 Des 30 Hésanat Killed by  Herod 

 

20 1 2 2375 f.19va-f.20rb 

30 Jan 1 Éstifanos Birth and death 17 1 0 1876 f.20rb-f.20vc 

31 Jan 3 Abba Libanos death 11 0 3 14 f.20vc-f.21va  

32 Jan  Abba Libanos  13 1 3 1777 f.21va-f.22rb 

33 Jan  Abba Libanos  15 1 2 1878 f.22rb-f.23ra 

34 Jan 10 Epifania qädamit  Chirst‟s appearance  9 1 1 1179 f.23ra-f.23rc 

35 Jan 11 ’Epifania kalit        ” 8 1 1 1080 f.23rc-f.23vb 

36 Jan 12 ’Epifaniya salisit         ” 7 1 1 981 F.23vb-f.23vc 

37 Jan 13 ’Epifaniya rabit         ” 4 1 1 682 f.23vc-f.23vc 

38 Jan 12 Qana zägälila  Chang of water to 

wine          

4 1 1 683 f.23vc-f.24ra 

39 Jan 29-5 Mahébärä 

qédusan 

Assembly of saints 4 0 1 5 f.24ra-f.24rc 

40 Feb 29 Q. Gäbré’el  Incarnation  10 1 3 1484 f.24rc-f.24vc 

41 Feb 22  Hosa‘éna The Trimphal 

Entry 

14 1 1 16 f.24vc-f.25rc 
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85

 108,130,83,2,52,21, 
86

 3,125,43,88,87,108,131, 
87

 3,21,5,40,30,  
88

 3,7,11,72,51,104,77, 
89

 3,37,39,29,54,35, 
90

 3,12,17,22,41, 
91

  3,61,131,87,53, 
92

 3,27,23,41,52,50, 
93

 3,57,58,81 
94

  3,21,40,80,9,39, 
95

 21,30,9,39, 
96

 71, 
97

  78, 
98

 105,113, 
99

  17,20,9,23,29,45,46,97,67,87,90, 

42 Feb 28 Fasika qädamit Eve of easter  6 1 1 885 f.25rc-f.25vb 

43 Feb 29 Fasika sänäbät  Easter  8 1 1 1086 f.25vb-c 

44 Feb  Fasika sänäbät     ” 6 1 1 887 f.25vc-f.26rb 

45 Feb  Monday  Crossing of fier  7 1 1 988 f.26rb-c 

46   Tuesday  Toms  6 1 1 889 f.26rc-f.26vb 

47   Wednesday  Alzar  5 1 1 790   f.26vb-c 

48   Thursday Addam 6 1 1 891  f.26vc-f.27ra 

49   Friday Bet kréstian  6 1 1 892 f.27ra-b 

50   Saturday Anst 4 1 1 693 f.27r
b-c

 

51   Sunday dagm.Ténía’e 6 1 1 894 f.27rc-f.27va 

52   ’Anbéro ’albas  3 1 1 595 f.27va-b 

53  23 St. Giyorgis death 7 0 1 896 f.27vb-f.28ra 

54  25 Rékbä kahénat Keep my sheep 14 1 1 1697 f.28ra-c 

55  24 Bä’atä gébésé  Fling to Ejpt   11 1 1 1398 f.28rc-f.28vc 

56  8 Érgät Ascension 13 1 1 1599 f.28vc-f.29rb 

57 Jun 2 ’Awit yohanns Assumption  11 0 1 12 f.29rb-f.29vb 
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Table 10 general feature of the text 

As it is mentioned above, in addition to commemorate the status of deceased 

people, mäwaìé‟t is composed to commemorate the incarnation of the Son and 

                                                 
100

  91,92,98,107,109,114,116,117,140, 
101

 20,46,67,98,8,9,17, 
102

  1, 
103

  18,31,32,33,94, 
104

  33,97,131,91, 
105

  66, 
106

  7,31,73,81, 
107

  88,121, 
108

 44,150 
109

  94,104,117,104, 
110

 109, 

From the genral number of 968 kärsä dawit is 178 that means it is direactly quted from psalm  

58  18 Bä‟alä hamsa Holy Spirit  10 1 1 12100 f.29vb-f.29vc 

59 Jun 12 St.Mika’el Church  10 1 1 12101 f.29vc-f.30rb 

60 Jun 17 Abba Gärima Ascension 14 1 1 16 f.30rb-f.30vb 

61 “ “ Abba Gärima “ 11 0 3 14102 f.30vb-f.31rb 

62 Jul 5 Hawaréyat Pter and paul 16 0 2 18103 f.31rb-f.31va 

63 Jul 19 Qirqos-eyyäluta Thrown into a 

blazing furnace 

16 0 3 19104 f.31va-32ra 

64 Aug   1 Dänagél death 10 1 1 12105 f.32ra-f.32rc 

65 Aug   10 Mahébär 318 14 1 0 15106 f.32rc-f.32vb 

66 Aug  13 Däbrätabor Transfigration Of 

Christ 

13 2 2 17107 f.32vb-f.33rc 

67 Aug  16-

21 

Égzé’etén 

maryam 

Assumption  26 1 4 31108 f.33rc-f.34va 

68 Aug  28 Abréham Death  9 1 1 11109 f.34va-c 

69 pag 3 Mälkä sedeq Death 10 0 3 13110 f.34vc-f.35rc 

70 pgu 1 Yohannés Arresting        12 0 3 15 f.34rc-f.34vc 

71 ” 3 Sänbätä 

chrstiyan 

Vision of heaven  23 1 2 26 F.34vc-f35ra 

Total number of mawst 803 62 103 968  
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adore saints. It is not seasonal like other liturgical texts. Because it dose not 

have readings for ዏቢይ ጾም (the Lent), ክረምት (summer), ወርኃ ጽጌ (season of flower) 

and ስብከት (advent)  
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            CHAPTER FOUR  

            4.1 CONCLUSION 

Mäwaí’ét is one of the four prominent melodical texts of St. Yared namely, 

Déggw
a, Mé‘éraf and Zémmare. According to the tradition, he composed it 

during the reign of King Gäbrä Mäsqäl from (534 -48). Most of the time, it 

serves for funeral observance and during sér‘atä mahélet specifically during 

’aryam and sébhatä nägh. The definition of the term comprises two main 

points. The first comes from the GéŸéz verb wäsé’a or ’awséa meaning, 

„respond‟ or „answer‟ and Mäwaí’ét is a plural form of mosa’é, meaning 

„respondents‟. In the other hands, it is called ሰዋስወ ነፍስ säwaséwä näfsé lit. 

„Ladder of the soul‟ or መርሕ ሇመንግሥተ ሰማያት märéh lämängéstä sämayat (guide to 

the Kingdom of Heavens) during the performance of the Mäwaí’ét, scholars 

express their inspirations and feeling about the content of the reading they 

rehearse.  

There are plenty of traditional schools where the Mäwaí’ét is given. But there 

is only one place where senior students get certified with the knowledge. The 

name of the place is Zur‟abba ’Arägawi Sérha ’Aryam monastery. According to 

tradition, this place was where St. Yared, who is believed to author the book, 

is said to have composed and taught it.  

The text is composed from different biblical and patristic books especially the 

psalms. Looking into the content of the text, one finds a lot of notations and 

acronym words. The text is rich with different literary features especially 

poems, and figurative speeches like simile, metaphor, personification, 

symbolism and parallelism. The text contains doctrinal, social, cultural and 

historical issues.  
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In addition to the eight famous notations in the tradition, there are also two 

additional notations and several acronyms taken from GéŸéz, Amharic and 

tégrñña words. All these notations are used to set the three types of melodies 

namely géŸéz, ‘ézl and ‘araray.   

Mäwaíé’t is not seasonal like other hymnody books but rather classified based 

on spiritual holydays and the Sabbath. It also uses very rare GéŸéz lexicons 

like ሇንጽ länSé ‘clothing of work‟ and ከዋኒት käwanit „stone‟ and quite a few Greek 

words too for example ባራ bara “mankind‟    ማራ mara „bird face‟.                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

 

 

 



Glossary 
 

ለንዴዎን፡  “ማሰሮ”  potter     

ለንጽ፡ “የሠራ ልብስ” a kind of cloth which simple and comfort to work 

መረግድ፡  mrägd, style of song with drum and cestrum  faster than    néŸus 

መቋሚያ፡   mäqw
amia      prayer stick 

  ምልጣን፡    Long hymn „melodically‟ and not separate from its mother.    
 

  

  ምስክር፡ lit „witness‟ the main teacher of Zuramba 

 
 ሥርዓተ፡ ፍትሐት  sér‘a’tä féthat  absolution prayer 

 

ስብሐተ ነግህ        a lit „morning hymns‟ division of maòélet 

ቀስ       Priest 

ቁም፡ ዜማ     qum zema   a mode of melody sung without prior stick, and the                                                                                                                        
 
       drum and sistrum 
 

ቅኔ፡      Poem 
   

ቅኔ፡ ማኅሌት part of church 

 
ንዑስ፡   NéŸus, style of song with drum and sistrum 

አርያም       lit „the highest heaven‟ and also a division of hymn maòélet 

አዛዥ    lit „commander‟ a title given to church scholars who new Fétha nägäít 

አድራሽ፡   Higher student of zema at  zuraba and betlham 
 

ኢይመቁስ     (he) doesn‟t eradicate 



 

 እናት፡     lit „mother‟ the first zema of dg and mwt that coms before mltn 

  ከበሮ  :     Drum 

 
   ከዋኒት፡፡   Stone 

 

 ዓዊት   John the baptisers‟ second name 

 ዝምሜ       a song which reacted   with prayer stick  only 

  ዝያቆን       Deacon 

  ጸናጽል፡   Sistrum a device mad of iron in which clergies song 

 
 

  ጽፋት፡  séfat. Style of song with drum and sistrum more faster than néŸus and                   

 

       mrägd,    
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ልሣነ፡ ወርቅ፡ ገብረ፡ ጊዮርጊስ፡፡ (መሪጌታ) (1997):: ጥንታዊ ፤ ሥርዓተ፡ ማኅሌት፡ አቡነ፡ ያሬድ፡  ሊቅ 

፡ አዲስ፡ አበባ:  

መጽሐፈ፡ ቅዳሴ፡ በግእዝ፡ እና፡ በአማርኛ፡ ከነምልክቱ:: (1993) :: አዲስ፡ አበባ፡  ገብረ፡ ሥላሴ፡ ብርሃኑ፡ 

ማተሚያ፡ ቤት፡፡  

መጽሐፈ፡ ሰዓታት:: (1989):: አዲስ፡ አበባ& ተስፋ፡ ገብረ፡ ሥላሴ፡ ማተሚያ ቤት፡፡ 

መጽሐፈ፡ ምዕራፍ፡፡ (1976) :: አዲስ፡ አበባ& ተስፋ፡ ገብረ፡ ሥላሴ፡ማተሚያ ቤት፡፡ 

መጽሐፈ፡ ዝማሬ፡፡ (1976) ::   አዲስ፡ አበባ፣ ተስፋ፡ ገብረ፡ ሥላሴ፡ማተሚያ፡ ቤት፡፡  

ትንሣኤ፡ አሳታሚ ፡፡ (1988) :: መጽሐፈ፡ ድጓ፡  አዲስ፡ አበባ፡ ንግድ፡ ማተሚያ፡ ቤት፡፡ 
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ቤት፡፡  

 

ኤልያስ፤ አብርሃ (ንቡረ፡ እድ) ፡፡ (2000):: የኢትዮጵያ: ኦርቶዶክስ: ተዋህዶ: ቤተክርስቲያን፡ ታሪክ፡ 

ከልዯተ ክርስቶስ፡  እስከ፡ 2000፡ አዲስ፡ አበባ& ብርሃንና፡ ሰላም፡፡ 

ኪዳነ፡ ወልድ፡ ክፍሌ፡፡ (1948) ፡፡ መጽሐፈ፡ ሰዋስው፡ ወግስ፡ ወመዝገበ፡ ቃላት፡ ሀዲስ፡ አዲስ አበባ& 

አርቲስቲክ፡ ማተሚያ፡ ቤት፡፡ 

የመንበረ፡ ጸባዖት፡ ቅድስት፡ ሥላሴ ፡ ካቴድራል፡ የድርሰት፡ ክፍል፡፡ (1963) :: መጽሐፈ፡ ኪዳን፡ ሠለስቱ 

፡ጊዜያት፡ (ትምህርተ፡  ህቡዓት)   አዲስ፡ አበባ& ብርሃንና ሰላም ፡ቀዳማዊ፡ ኀይለ፡ሥላሴ፡ 

ማተሚያ፡ ቤት፡፡ 

 

 



ጥዑመ፡ ልሳን፡ ካሣ ፡፡(1981)፡፡ ያሬድና፡ ዜማው፣ አዲስ፡ አበባ& ትንሣኤ፡ ጉባኤ፡ ማተሚያ፡ ቤት፡፡ 

        

 

ታሪከ: ነገሥት: ዘር: አምባ: አረጋዊ: ጽርሐ: አርያም: ገዳም፣ (ያልታተመ)፣  ዘር፡ አምባ፡ አረጋዊ፡ ጽርሐ፡ 

አርያም፡  ገዳም፡፡                                                        

 

ኀCልቀA፡ መምህራን፡ ዘር፡ አባ፡ አረጋዊ፡ ጽርሐ፡ ዓርያም፡ ገዳም (ያልታተመ) ዘር፡ አምባ፡ አረጋዊ፡ ጽርሐ፡ 

አርያም፡ ገዳም፡፡  

 

ድርሳነ፡ ኡራኤል፣ ግእዝ፡ ዘር፡ አባ፡ አረጋዊ፡ ጽርሐ፡ አርያም፡  ገዳም፡ (ያልታተመ) ዘር፡ አምባ፡ አረጋዊ፡ 

ጽርሐ፡ አርያም፡ ገዳም ፡፡  



Appendix A 

Students and the teacher in partial 

 

 

 

  



Appindex B  

Notice Board of direction and distance 

 



 

Appndex C 

The monastery of zuraba Argawi  

 

 

 

  



Appendex D 

Dérsanä ’ura’el (homily)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendx E 

Tarik nägäst ( chronicle ) 
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Appendex F 

The distant view of the monastery 

 

  



Appendex G 

The church og Zuraba Argawi monastery  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

APPENDEX H   

Atse ketema (city of the king) 

  



APPENDEX I 

The main manuscript which is analized   

 

 

 

 



Appendex J  

Top of the mount  
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